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COUNSELOR i\ND STUDniT PERCEPTION· IN REU\TION TO 1\ NURSING t>10DEL 
Abstract of Dissertation 
Ike purp.ose .of this study was to 11~.sess_ the. perceptions ·of counse--
lors~ vo:cat·h:mr:; 1 nursi n9 students~ and associate deqt'ee nurS'i ng students . 
in thre-r~ con:~rr~ur.rlty co'lleges, cVJ.d bacca·laun~~ate>degree nursing students at 
two tmiver·sH:T,e!::·~ in n~latic;m to a llw~sinCJ e.dticadon rno:del-" The nur·sing 
educath:m moriei encompr)SS ed tv-to a;teas: , ( i ) cha rcicte'ti st-i cs of tl1e :vc1c- , 
t·iona·l n-u·r-s;1ng~ associatE; degr·ee nursing 9 and 'bacca."la.tkr-eate deqree nur1s'il1g 
programs, and {a) occupational functio~ing of the graduntes of these. 
tWOgl~<HF<s.. Th:ii s model vvas constructed fron1 the establ i'sh!~d position on 
nursing e.du~:::D.t'hm a.nd graducite function, a.~ taken by the Ap1t:~r·ican Nursing 
1\ssocia!r:km .:;.1nd the.CalHcirnia Lea~JLW fot" Nursing. In addition,. the three 
.stt..:dent gro.v:ps ,we1re compared on cert.a.in charaeter·is-Ucs. 
-lhe br(::>ic data v1en~ collected by administerin9 questiorina'ir·es to 
thirty ... ~'~ght c:.our:sf:lo~'s, ninety nine voca tiona·! nursing stud"mts., one hune-
dtl.?.cj. thi rty·-tl'l!-o asscrci ate degree nu1rsi !1D students~ and seventy-·s ix 
bo.cc<:diH.:l'l"·ea:te dcgtee nursing stt1denls~: fot· ;:'l tot:a1 of :346 subjects, Non·· 
P. ~~ \"a'J'tl '"ri" ~-?I~ :tt ·i ,. t·i ;" ": 1 mea c UY'es wetc-> 'l" eel Ch ·i cqua Y'€ \-\'" e !1"~ e d f 0 r ca ·f:,f:'·· ~ ' .;,; J h~· t,,, t.., .,.,,1 obi(: -' .,.J " \.,.0, , .,.1 '- , o _ .\,, .J ~ of ' ', ;:)' ·\·~ t), .J ..... •""' o · o l,' -
goti:C\:1-~ ~cmnr:harisons and the Kn.1skal-\~a·1n s one.;,way anaJysis of vat'i anqe by 
ranks \-ras used in treatment of the data havinG ordint!l measurement, · Post 
hoq 1j::Gfi!pads\ms bt.~S(~d on a CITi squar'e analoque of SchE!ff6. 1 s rnL(it·ip'lc~. 
r.-orrh,:';Y_ ·~ Sl~V'.e,: ~!o,S'V•P .t-''?_ccl '+!) rlli ·~·H, ncn.d S~l (]11. ·ff'e",'P''I('(><:. b·e·t'•1B'1::1'l .g· Y'('Jl.!f'c, "f'l)<l· 
•..- : i~t;',•· f ~· ... j1·!•. ·'tt, .... 1 .,..., '-':·-...1\..• .~ -.... •., _ .,J ""-' • .. )'-~ 1 l 1 ...... 1 .... ,. Vt \~I ~,. .;._ a • \. 
ny•tl·;~o... ~b·'i'J'i'i·:.t :.t>>·'iy~;h·•;;'",,_'lv ee 1 ·c,cA·r.·d .~,, ·t'he ·'.l·n· ·<n·l···rla·'ily acc<>r)1"~l·l"lt:> 1e:>Vel (JT':: p.-.:.f~!J"'.wl> • I Y,.; "\J.,·!..' t"l.--..,·1_.1 .) .""'' IC.: l,{:;, Q .. ) I ) i f, , ~l...;t- ;,r(,J,, "- J 
··il~t\;:\',·f~,, .. ,.r~p fni'r c;.t~f··is+·icl romou{~ation~ in ·l-hp c:t•Jdv was that of 05 o.) .. ~-· .• . ,_.1;;4 r\ •. ·~ -...JL --..;. _,...,_ t~ . ... 1, ,(1 ,,. 
1 
\..• • ,.. • Vo • .... J •\ ~ •I ,, • ~· '- 0 
.!: 
• I 
{t T~e c:~'?nc1usions dravm from the applied statiStical medsures indicate 
that i~ relat:iun to a., model of progt'am characteristiC$, the b:accalaureat?. 
degree ·nurs·h1l'9 :>tudents were si gn·1f"i qntly clOser to the model than the 
vpcutional nMrsing students, or the associate degY'e.e nurs·ing studetlts. · 
The counseln~·,s were more knowl e\jgeabl e than were the associate degree 
nur·she~J studF!'nt~; about the :characteristics of .the three nuTsing· prr.\grams 
as exemp1 H.'i:;'((~d·by J. mode·i, Hie :*lssoC'iq.te degree nursing studerits :were 
close~~ to th<t.! modEJ on occupatio'hal fune~t:ioning of pr6gran1 graciliates than 
liJere the voc:a.tfomll students or the c.o(m.se 1 ors. Campa. Y'i sons 'of Jhe 
students shmiet1, the vocati,;:ma"l nurs·in'g students to be older, from a '!ov;er 
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family incmwe :leve'!.~ with a ·lal''ger number' that-had bef~n in, the 'lowc~r half 
of th\~·ir h:rgh schoo1 g~'aduatin9 class, and with sorne non-"h·igh: $Chool 
gr·aduates in :t11i s gl~oup. The associ o.te degree ·students were the, most 
heterO~j(:necus vrl th a r·ange fr·om the lvi ~!her 1 eve l of family i n¢orne .to the 
lowet~. The·~~· fi'ttheY' 1 S educational ·lpve1 rangE~d f(prn high to .l.ow~ as did 
the students') position ·in the high schoql graduatfn9 class.· 'The a.ss.oc'iate 
degr·ee rnH·s:~ng studr:=nts wer'e nearer' to the vocational r\urs:i'n~J studc;nts in 
age. The b&cc:alaureate degn~e students were the youngest group, vdth a 
'lat'ger fam'ny income and a h·iglv~r educationa·l 'ltwel,'of the.il~;fathers .. None 
__ .__ of _tbi:!i--2QroJS{Lllad _railk_E.>_d J1L thf~ lower hart~of_the hi g~schoQ;Lcftiilduat:i ng___:____:__~f!!!!!! 
c'lass. eata -:<fhtt:l·lned by the intervievt m(~thod indicated tbe .stl1dents• . 15=-
degtee of cnrrf i den<:;e in her own capobi 1 i t"i es str-onqly ?lffech~d h~r choice 
of ptO!jrarn. ·· · ·. 
Recommendations for further action on the basis of this study 
are as fol'lows: (1) sttidy the value of different orientation approaches 
concerning the characteristics of nursing programs and the role of the 
gt~aduates of the different nurs·ing programs, (2) study of ex·isting types of 
information about the different nursing pro.grams being disseminated to 
prospective stud~nts and counselors, particularly withi~ the comnunity 
college, (3) favorable consideration should be ~riven by nurs·ing educators 
to methods of providing within nursing education programs a continuum more 
conducive to efficient upward mobility, (4) study should be made of the 
degree of self-confidence expressed by the student, and its relationship 
to her nur·sing progr·arn se·lection, and (5) determine if greate:!r diss~~mination 
of nursing pt'ogr·am infoY'mation wou"ld aiel the community college counselo.r, 
or if his need for nursinq information is-no greater than for any other 
occupational field. - - · 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. THE PROBLEf4 
~on~eEil_~of......D..:~~-eduC:atiol~. Today our nat·ion is going thr-ough 
the most rapid and critical ~ocial changes with respect to health and 
health services in its history. Changes which have occurred in the popu-
lation and in the practice of medicine have complicated the problem. 
In addition to the growing population, changes in the characteristics of 
the population in which more dependent very young and very old require 
more care, are coupled with rising educational and economic levels 
leading to greater utilization of health care among all age groups. This 
• gr-m<Jth in tht~ demand for health care is also rE1flected in the rising 
number of 1t1orkers in the hea'l th occupations, ·but even this large growth 
.has not been· great enough to keep pace with the need .1 
Hith the incrE~as·ing concern as to how best to meet the health 
needs of the nation, more attention has been given to the problem of 
shortages in the nursing field. It is v·isua'lized by the Department of 
Labor that the need for health service personnel will rise sharply in the 
,, 
coming decadc.L Projections of predicted shortages of hundreds of 
I:~ 0~- • m •• m• 
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thousands of nurses by 1975 have been made. Actording to th~ Division of 
Nutsing of the Bureau of Health fv!anpower, 850,000 registered nUI"ses wi.ll 
be needed by 1970 and ·1 ,ooo~ooo by 197.5. If the present rates of growth 
continues registered nurses will number 699,000 by '1970~ In addition, 
an increase of 27,5 per cent in licensed pt'actical nurses is seen as 
desirab"le to ~Jive optimum patient care. 4 
To prepare sufficient qualified nurses, organized nursing has 
stat~d support of: expansion and improvement in nursing education, 
increased 'r-ecr·uitment of students, and f'ina.ncial assistance for students. 5 
Attehti on has focused upon the educati ona 1 institutions, especially the 
commtn:-ity college~ for vrith·ln this inst'itution ·is the largest growing 
gro0p of nursing programs; all of the associate degree nursing programs~ 
and 1approximately one-half .of the practical or vocational nursing pro-
grallrs.6 The associate degree nur·s·ing programs have more than tripled 
beb;een the years 1963 and "1968/ and the programs of practical 0}'-
vocational nursing have increased from 439 schools in 1957 to a total of 
3u. s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare~ Public Health 
Service~ Nurse Train-ing Act of 1964, Progt·am Review Report (Hashington: 
Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 13. 
4American Nurses' Association, Facts About Nursing, A Statistical 
Summary (N{-;w Yotk: American Nurses' Assoc-iation, 1968), p. 160. 
5:I£tq .. 1 p. 10. -----------
6_tp_i~-·' p. 104. 
----
----
7Ibid. 
' 
p. 104. 
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1,149 in 1967. In· one year, 1966 to 1967, there was an increase of 68 
programs of practical or vocational nursirig nationally. 8 · 
Recommendations have been made that educational institutions in-
crease counseling services and recruitment efforts. 9 In the area of 
recruitment, one problem confronting the colleges is that of the student 
3 
selecting the most appropriate nursing program. Educational programs in 
nursing exist as separate entities rather than as transferable units 
which would allow students to move easily and expeditiously from one 
educational level ·to another. Therefore~ it is important for students to 
make their initial entry into nursing by enrolling in the type of program 
·. besY'suited to their ptr:sent abi·lities and futur!:! career interests.lO · 
The Nation a 1 LG&gue for Nu1ks i ng ~ recognizes a need for increased 
em·o·~'lrnent at the rdgbest "ievei.s of educational ;:>reparation as noted: 
A continued increase in nurses prepared for technical 
functions without a proportionate increase·of those with advanced 
academic and managerial preparation is not desirable. Although 
a specific optimum technical--professiona·! ratio has not b.een 
defined, a good "mi X 11 of nurse manpovJer to serve society shou1 d 
allow for adequate supervision of technical workers. Current 
trends are not producing these conditions.ll 
_ .._ ..._~---·-·-~--- ... - ....... _~--_,_ 
. Br· . ~- .,64 
.DHt.,n. 1 •• 
_ _.,.,-~ ' 
9u. s. Public Health Service, QP_" cit.> p. 187. 
~----~~-
lOLaura Corb·in Dustu.n~ 11 Characterist.ics of Students in Three Types 
of Nursing Ectucati.on Programs 11 (unpublished Doctor•s dissertation~ 
Univet'sity of Califotn·ia, 1963), p. 11. 
riNational League· for Nursing, 11 Educational Preparation for 
Nurs·ing-1968," ~_L_!!si~~c:LQ!:!.t1520~. Vol. 17:9 (September, 1969), p. 78. 
r· ~------
:--: 
U-~--~--
c. 
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Along w·ith the current trends of far greater numbers of students; 
at the .1 owes t 1 evel of pre para t·i on, is ·the mobi 1 i ty des ired vii thin the 
'· 
4 
educational structure.l2 Numbers of ~ocational nurse graduates are seek-
ing admission to associate degree nursing programs. Diploma and associate 
degtee graduates are seek·in~J adniission to baccalaureate nursing pro-
grams .13 · The question arises as to t·easons for students' choice at entry 
into nursing, and how the students: perceive the function of the nursing 
gradt!ate as differentiated by educatio.nal pi"eparation. This suggests an 
investigation of the reason for student choice and student perceptions of 
the role of the graduate of the various nursing programs. 
;; /kcordh1g to the 1963 Report of. the Surgeon Genera 1' s Consultant 
Group;on Nursing~ it vJas emphasized: 
, School and college counselors can play in influential role in . 
g!J.id;inq students into nUl~sing. Unfortunate.ly, however, many 
<counselors have concept·ions .of the nurse ba.sed on o·ld sterotypes. 
An understanding of modern nursing and programs of nursing educa·· 
tion -·· their challenges and satisfactions -- must replace the 
inadequate informat·ion novo~ available to counselors.l4 
Thus it appears of interest and impor·tance to obtain the opinion 
of the counselor as to the reason for student choice of different pro-
grams, as well :S the counselor perception of the functioning of the 
graduate of the various nursing programs. 
l2soard of Nursing Education and Nurse Registration "Upwatd 
Mobility in Nur·s ·i ng, 11 iVlemorandum to Pre Service Basic Programs in Nursing$ 
(M·irneogro.phed), Sacramento; California, January 9, 1969. 
BPubl'ic Health Serv·ice, gp_. coL~ .. , p. 33. 
14u. S, Publ'i.c Hec.lth Serv·ice, .92.· ~jj;_q p. 28. 
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.~tatem~D._t__Q.:f the pro~lef!l_·. The problem under' investigat'ion· ln th·is 
study .was to determine whether (l) comrnunity co'llege counselors·s (2}, 
vocational nursing students, (3)' associate degree. nursing students, and 'f 
(4) baccalaureate degree nursing students differ in their.perceptions of 
(a) reasons for student selection of nursing and of different programs, and 
-(b) whether or not the above groups differ· in percept·ion of functioning 
of the program graduates, in the roles of licensed vocational nurse, 
associate degree registered nurse and baccalaureate degree registered 
nurse, as related to (c) a model of these positions •. 
_t{ypo_!;h_eses~. The ·fo'llowing are the hypotheses of this .. study~ 
(1) Student; in the three program~ will differ in age, educational 
lE!V~-1 of father, family income, and standing in high school gradur,ting 
(2) S~udents· in the three programs will dfffer in their subjective 
evaluation of the forces having the most influence on, the selection of 
nursing as an occupation, and in the selection of the particular .program. 
(3) Students in the three programs and community corlege counse~ 
lors for these three programs will not agre~ in their perception of program 
charactFJr-istics of vocational associate degree, and bacca·laureate de~1ree 
nursing as defined by a nursing model in regard to cost, length of educa~ 
tional time, difficulty of prerequisite subjects, and difficulty of 
curriculum. 
( 4) Students in the three programs and community co.ll ege. colins~i·ors ,_ 
for these ihree programs will not agree in their perception of the ~unctions 
of the graduates of the vocational, associate degree, and baccal;wreate 
r: 
'· 
-----
----- ----- - --
r: 
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degree nursing programs as defined by a model, in regard to type of nurs-
ing care rendered, principle location of the nursing care given, level of 
administt~ation by the nurse, eligib·ility for licensing, route for ad-
vancement and title used in referring to this graduate. 
1~.2or:tan_ce Qf. the study. The increased complexity of educational 
routes to nursing vocations has created perplexing questions related to 
occupational choice. To assure adequate and appropriately located 
personnel fol~ the future, careful career choices must be examined now. 
It is hoped that this study will give valuable assistance to counselors 
and might suggest a· need for nursing to develop more systematic methods 
of disserninat·ing c·:.eat' and comprehensive informati0n to those who are 
Working with prospective students of nursing. 
Limi~_t12n?._O.f:. the stud):'_. A possible limitation to this study may 
be from the lack of ,) st2.ndardized series of entry requirements in the 
nursing progr-ams of the California Community Colleges. Thus, certain con-
clus·ions ar'ising ft~om this study may apply only to populations such as 
the one used. 
The study is ·further limited by the methods used in gathering data: 
the questionna·ire method and intervie\'1 method. Although the questionnaire 
is by far the most viidely used method of obtaining data in education, 
limit<.ctions arise due. to ambiguity of perception of the information re-
quested.l5 · The consensus on the use of the interview method for obtaintng 
15Walter R. Borg, f~~l!~a~:LQ.~~~L ~e_ar~_b_ (New York: David McKay Co., 
Inc., 1967), p. 204. 
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information is that it can be unre 1 i ab 1 (~ and ·is only as va 1 uab 1 e. in ob- , 
taining information as are·the skill and experience of.the interviewer.l6 
Limitation is involved in the use of one interviewer who was also the. 
researcher in this study. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
For purposes of this study; the terms in this investigation have 
been defined to mean .the following: 
Assoc_i ate degree _QI_qgrarn__j__D_nursj!l9_. A program, apprmdmately 
. . 
two years in length, established as an integral part of a community· col-
legej·leading to an Associate in Arts degree. The entire ~rogra1n is 
contr·:o 1 h?d by the de9ree~qranti r.g institution. The nursing courses com-· 
pris~ approximately one-half the total Associate in Arts degree program. 
The graduates9 known as Ass6ciate Degree Nurses (ADN), are eligible for 
state ~xaminations for licensur~ as registered nurses. 
Refers to a program 
which is an integra i part of a co l1 ege or university, where the entire 
program is controlled by the degree-granting institution, where policies 
and standards for the school of nursing are consistent with those for 
··a 11 other major pt'ograms w·i thin the degree-granting i nsti tuti on and where 
the student ea.rns.a baccalaureate degre~:1 in nursing and is eligib'!e for 
l6Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundatinns of Behavioral Research (New York: 
. ..-·-··-,-·---------y --- -,--~----- ·---.. -- . . llolt, Rinehart and Winston; Ind., 19641 , p. 476-. 
;: 
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state exam-ination for licenS:ure as 'a registered nurse.· 
Qip_Loma or h.Q.ill!~J pr:9Ma'!l.of nur..:.~ . .1.~.9-· Refers to a ba.sic three 
year ~rogram of nursing leading to a diplomaj which is under the· control 
of a hospital or other non-collegiate authority. The nursing courses 
8 
comprise approximately three~fourths of the total diploma program. Gradu-
ates are eligible for state examinations for licensure as registered 
nurses. 
!i,odel. A "model" rep·resents the ideal as nearly as can be deter··-
. mined. A model r·epresents a pattern of behavior· within which the graduate 
is f;x.pected to c:onfc~·n1, FoY' the purposes of this study, reference to a 
model will be that of the analog model as established in Chapter III • 
. ~er .. ~J.~tion, Per·\:eption is cons·idered as the awareness of objects 
ot· relat-ions or· qua1it·lcs, by means of. sensory processes and under the 
influence of set and of prior experiences. 
Re!t'L?.!~EQ.~l...D..!:!r.25l· (R.N.) It is not a degree but a legal title 
s·ignifying tl'le ·individual has graduated from a state-approved nursing 
progr·arn and has met a'l1 other requirements. of the nursing pract·ice act 
vlith·in a statG. The 9raduate nut·se has passed a state board examination 
. and been Tec:ri s te1'·ed ;;1ncl l 'iGensed to practice nursing. 
y_~ca!ionaJ.~2..i.:_P.rQ~~:..ti_caL..!l~.rse..l!!:g.9!~~· A program 1 ead·ing to a 
certificate or diploma ·in vocational nursing which may be organized a.nd 
operated under public vocational education, either in adult education or 
community colleges. Al'l·coutses are ntn·s-Jrig courses on a vocational 
-~ 
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l~vel. Graduates are eligible for state examinations for licensure as 
vocational.nurses. Graduates are known as Vocational Nurses . .in the 
states of Caltfornia and Texas, and as Practical Nurses in other states. 
After successful completion of the licensure examination, graduates are 
known as Licensed Vocational Nurses (LVN), or Licensed Practical Nurses 
(LPN), according to the state of practice. 
III. ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
Chapter I discusses the problem and its importance. It includes 
a statement of the problem, hypothesis, type of research and the measur-
· ir;g ·:; ns trument~ impcrta.hce of the study, limitations of the study~ 
defirdtions of terms) and organ·ization of the dissertation. 
9 
Chapter· II giv~s the ptesent programs in educational inst·itutions, 
an examination of the. litm~ature"related to recru.itment and selection, 
and percept16n of the image of the nurse. 
Chapter III dHals with the procedures used in the study~ wtdch 
include the establishing-of a model, description of the sample, and 
pteparation and adm·in1str·ation of the questionnaires and the interviews. 
Chapter IV presents the data and descY'ibes the treatment to which 
the data \'Jere subjected. The relationship of each measure to the hypo·· 
theses ls given~ 
A summary of the data, conclusions, and tecommendations for 
further study and research are given in Chapter V. 
r 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIHJ OF THE LITERATURE 
In view o'f the nature of this study, it seemed pertinent to 
include in the rev·iew of the literature a brief resume of nursing educa-
tion better to aid in understanding the current status of this profession. 
Present pro~s in·educationa1 institut·io~ns. To meet its commit-
ment to society, any system of education developed and maintained by a 
profession has two basic obligations. McGlothlin has described these as 
11 0ne~;· to s11pply enough professional people, and~ t\<10, to assure society 
that they are ~:ompetf.mt to p;-actice their profession.al A third aim was 
sta.te~d ~n gener~al tems by McConnell when he said~ 11 A democratic, indus-
t\~ia'!ized society needs lilany types and levels of talent and education."2 
Related to the nursing profession, to meet the total responsibility to 
society, this statement would indicate that provision must be made for 
the preparation of individuals having a range of interests and abilities 
at a variety of educational levels. Nursing has attempted to meet these 
demands through the establishment of its diverse educational programs. 
The first formal train·ing for nurses was that of the hospital 
diploma program, and today, in addHion, three types of programs exist in 
lwnliam \J.. ~kGlothlin} Patterns of·Professional Education (New York: -G-. P-:-Putn~,a-n--sons.; T96or:-r-:...,..-'2-:=-'"--~ ·- -·=----=---- ··· -- -
2T. R. ~1cConnell, ~ Ge~1e_ra_}_ fatte_rn_ f.9.!.: t.!!ler_!ca~ .. ?ubl 1..£. High~.t: .. 
Eqy:.£_~ti_2!1 (New Yor·k: t4cGraw--H"iliBoo1< Co.l, p. 46. _ 
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educational institutions~ The California League for. Nursing has des-
cribed the programs and has identified the purposes of each of the three 
types offered in educational institut-ions in a formal, pup'lished state-
ment. ln part, it says~ 
The Vocational or Practical Nurse Program 
A program leading to a certificate or diploma in vocational 
nursing may be organized and operated under either adult education 
or junior colleges. The primary focus of this curriculum is the 
nursing care.of people in inpatient and outpatient services of 
hospitals. Vocational nurse programs are usually one year in 
'iength, and prep.are exclusively for vocational nursing~ and are 
neither a part of nor the beginning of a registered nurse program. 
Program objectives are to prepare a graduate skillful in situa-
t·ions free of scient'ific complexity, so they an~ able to assist 
a phys·ician orregistered nurse in complex·nursing situations. 
·Successful oassing of the State Board examination·fulfills the 
,:·lc~gal reqLr1r'ements to practice as a Licensed Vocationa'l Nutse 
in Californjn. Licensed Vocationijl Nurses are not prepared or 
r'·qua 1 ifi eel tc fun<.:t·ii':.on without the direction of eithe1~ <1 Registered 
Nurse or & p\ysici.:.n, nor to assume managerial or supe.rv·isO\~.Y 
functions ~f a nursing unit. · 
'The Associate in Arts Degree Program 
The associate in arts degree and diploma programs in nursing 
ar-c similar to each other. Both programs pr·ovide u. technical 
education wh·i ch is comp 1 ete for. its own purpose and neither .. progr·am 
is part of nor equivalent to baccalaureate education. The curricu-
lum focuses on nursing care in in-patient and out-patient hospital 
services. The general education courses are transferable for 
baccalaureate credit, but the nursing courses are not. The associate 
in arts de~rree ptogram is designed to be completed 'v'Iithi n two years~ 
generally \•Jith'irl a community college. Graduates an~ prepared to 
function at the stuff nurse level in hospitals, clinics, and physicians 1 
offices. Under the supervision of a head nurse, the graduate is able 
to give complex nursing can; and ass~lst in the direction of Ucensed 
Vocational Nurses and nursing ~~rvice personnel with lesser training. 
Successful passin9 of the State Board exarninat·ion for l-icensure ful-
fills the leg~l r~quirements to practice a~ a Registered Nurse in 
.ca liforwia. f\ddit·i on a l acade1ni c preparation and work experience is 
·- -r~eqUiTed-to-- functi-on in -pos ·J t·i-ons -beyond-the- staff- nur·se level.-- · · - - -
Gr~duates of the associate degree program may be ineligible for 
appointment as a Commiss·ioned Officer ·in the Nurse Corps of the Army, 
Navy and Atr Force; 
tl 
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The Bacca 1 aureate Degree~ Prograni 
Programs in nursing leading to the bachelor's degree, combining 
~:.both general and professional education, are conducted by. an · 
<··educational unit in nursing (department, school m~ college).which 
is an integral part of the college or university~ The prima'ry focus 
of the curriculum is the skillful nursing care of people in various 
hospital and community settings. The length of the program is four 
years or five years~ and it prepares professional nurses who possess 
a deeper understanding of humanistic and scientific knowledge. 
This knowledge enables the graduate to function at the staff nurse 
level in any field of nursing; in a general hosr}ital, psychiatric 
hosp"ital, in community health agencies, ··in industr·ial and occupa-
tional health nursing. These graduates have the ability to 
participate with,membet·s of other professions a.nd cit·izen groups in 
community health programs and in solving health problems. Success-
.· fUlly passing of the State Board examination fulfills the legal 
requirement to practice as a Registered Nurse in Ca"Jifornia. They 
also qualify for a pub"lic health certiffcate, hfwe the background 
for advancement to head nurse positions in hospitals without further 
academic prcpar~tion~ and have the foundation for graduate study.3 .. 
. . 
the hl(~stern InLerscate Commission fOl"' Higher Education~ of .all 287 
schools of nurs·1r.g offering education programs in thi·rteen Western States, 
as listed by the National Leagu_e for Nursing or State hoards of nursing, 
As a part of this survey, a maximum enrollment potent·ial was determined.· 
_The responding schools indicated the maximum number· of students that 
could be enrolled with the resources currently available to the nursing 
programs. These repm~ts indicated that a total of bebmen 20 and 25 
per cent more students could have been enrolled tn the four basic pro-
grams. Th~ diploma and associate degree programs could increase their 
enrollment by approximately 28 per cent, the practi ca 1 nursing programs 
...... 
...... -... -;::-_;-r • .. 
~· ----·----···---
. 3ca·lifornia League for Nurs'irlg; Nurs·ing_ Education Pr-Jgrams in 
CaJlf2I!J.i~, Committee on Careers in NursTng; -1966(rYamphlet . --- ·-· 
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13 
. by 20 per cent, and the bacca·l aureate by roughly 16 per ·cent~ 4. 
With insufficient enro 11 ees in 'its schools to meet society's need 
for nurses, the profession is concerning itself with how effectively 
students rnay be enabled to choose the types of programs best suited to 
-their interests, abilities, and potential. Studies conducted for the 
Surgeon Genet·a l' s Consultant Group have found that the current number' of 
_g_~_lifi e~_ applicants to schools of nursing is not large enough to assure 
I. 
expanded enrollments. A very intensive recruitment program vwu1d thus 
have to be an important part of any effort to increase the output of 
schools of nursing.5 The American Nurses' Association estimates that 
on'ly app;t·oximate1y 5 per:cent of the girls 1.11ho graduate fr·om the U.S. 
high schools each year enroll in nursing schoo'ls.6 ln general, the rate 
of r··acl~uitmcmt into schoo'ls of nur·sing is lmver for· the \~est than for the 
natinn~ However, the West is admitting a much higher percentage of its 
students into programs within colleges and universities than is true of 
the nation as a whole.? For the entire nation. a ratio of 300 to 350 
nurses for each 100,000 persons was proposed as a supply level which 
:- would make possible gradua·l improvement in nurs:ing ser·vices.8 
~ 
4:r o~l_9:y .i-:!D .. 1 Tomorrow j_~_ H~? tern_ fiy_rs i_ng_ (Co 1 ora do: ~Jes tern Inter-
state Commission for Higher Education, 1966L p. 24. 
5u. s. Pub'l·ic Health Service, QQ.~ cit., p. 55. 
6_Toc@y and Tomorro~_· il)_ ~estetn_ N1g_~in_g_, QP_. ~Jt., P• 26". 
~ __ ~Nur~~{- f2.!:. -~ QroX{j_!:!g_ ~ation_)New York: National League for 
_ Nurs, ng, 1957 1 , p. l 0, 
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14 
In .the area. of recruitment, one problem confronting the colleges 
is that of the student selecting the most appropriate nursing program. 
The techniques of recruiting students into nursing programs need.to be 
improved according to findings of the National League fat Nursing nurse 
career-pattern study. 9 In discussion of the findings wtrich showed that 
·at the time. of -their admission to associate degree programs 50 per.cent 
of the students planned eventually to seek a baccalaureate degree, Dineen 
questioned the probability that all students would reach this goal. ·How-
ever, she \vOndered how_ many l"ea lly knew the differences between the two 
progr·ams when they made the decision to enter the- associate degree program, 
and ''ffad' they/known and· understood these differences~ how many might have 
:.,~ 
madftanotherchoice irdtlally. iO f\ simi'lar concern is exp-ressed in a 
.. styr.J~; by Tay·lor, Nahm and others involving a rr~view of research studies 
·· - a.nd•p\~actices related to selection and recruitment; in which strong 
recommendations '>'lere made for· selective recruitment: 
If more applicants carr be recruited for nursing schools and 
especially if differential recruiting can also occur, then the 
ent·ire selection prob"Jem wn·J be facilitated. By differential 
recruiting it is meant that the kinds of persons being recruited 
'general ]y possess, to a hi ghet degr'ee than possessed by the popu-
lation at large, the kind£ of characteristics needed to perform 
succ~ssfully in nursing.ll 
9Barbara. L. Tate and Lucille Knopf, 11 Nurshlg Students-Who Are 
They? 11 ~-fQ-~dca!!_ Joqrna.'!_ _of .ti!:J.rs i~_g_, 65:9, (September, 1965), p. J 02. 
'• 
lOrqary A. Dineen, 11 CurrentTrends "in Collegiate Nursing Education, .. 
Nt!!:_?..}.D_U_ .Q.~:~_tJ-2.9X, 11:8, (August~ 1969), p., i~6. . . · 
. ' 
llcalvin W. Taylor and Helen Nahm, et al., 11 Se1ection and Recruit-
ment of Nur,ses and-Nursing Students: A Rev1ew-of Research Studies and 
Practices" ( Un ·1 vers it,y of Utah l)ress, l966L p .- 63. 
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15 
A survey of the literatUl''e indic.ates that the general subject of 
the s.elect·ion of practical nur.sing students has received litt'le attention. 
One study and one article focus upon this area. 
·The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, in a 1966. 
study based upon a mai-led :questionnaire survey of all nurs-ing education 
programs in the l3 states in the West secured informationfrom 90.6 per 
cent of the 287 programs in the region.12 This report differed from its 
predecessor of 1959, in that information about practical nurses toJas 
in~luded.l 3 The following excerpts from this report indicate that the 
practi ca 1 nurse rni ght not be entering the best program for \>Ji se utili za-
cvJise uti"lizat'ion uf human resources is very important to 
. mE.,eting the nursin9 needs of the people of the vJest. For thh; 
n~ason, a question \!~as addressed to the schoo-ls of practical 
nursing relative to the number of students who were between 17 
and 2'1 years. of. age,. and the number of that .gr.oup.who were .high~ 
school graduates. Out of a total enrollment of 3,623 students, 
those between 17 and 21 numbered 2,415, or 67 per cent. Those in 
that age group who were also high school graduates numbered 1~394 
or 39 per cent of the total enrollment. These f·igures indicate· 
that some of the students enrolling in practical nursing programs 
must have been qualified for enrollment leading to "licensur.e as 
registered riurses. Since students in the younger age group have 
many working yeats ahead of them, it would seem quite important 
. that they be rectuited into the type of program that would enable 
them to make their maximum contribution toward meeting the mn'sing 
needs of the West . 
. . . The need for additional numbers of registered nurses is 
criti ca 1, a.nd every effort should be made to attract those young 
12}jday ~QE. J.omorrow .1!.:!. ~.~st~l"l}_ .NursjJ]l, QQ.· £it., p. 25. 
-- ----- --- --- --- - -- -- ------ -- -- - - --- ------- --- - - - ---- - - -- --
l3(This i~ noted, for in reviewing the literature it is evident 
that many t~eports dea"l:ing with nursing and nursing education do not 
include information about the practical nurse.) 
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men and women \'/hose abilities and career expectations are commen-
surate with a career as a registered nurse into programs providing 
that type of preparation. ·To the extent that practical nursing 
programs attract students who should enroll in programs preparing 
students for licensure as registered nurses, the increased 
enrollment in practical nursing programs may represent an unwise 
expenditure of both financial and human resources.l4 
16 
One educator writes of her conviction that the currently existing 
practical nursing education programs cahnot develop fully the nursing 
potential that many of their students possess. From her experience, the 
students enrolled into the pt.actical nursing program in one school were 
the same ability level and interest level students as those being en-
rolled into associate degree programs. She points out~ 
If thi'.s is ttue-·ar,d I believe it is ·- it is unfair and almost 
dishonest to enroll men and \A/omen w'ith obvious ab·il'ity and 
·interest in nursing 1n a program tha.t prepares them to occupy the 
lowest runu o~: the nurs·in~J ladder and prohibits the·ir being used 
t-o t'r··~·;l ... ,~ .... ,.,;;.<t·pct ·P'>+ent1· .. a·l 15 · 
._, It .. I ,:}1· . ..,....,..\ v ..,..,} · ~ •. l..., • • • 
This opinion that.practical nursing students were often not in 
the progl~am of their choice was supported with evidence that t\<.renty~five 
per cent of the students in the September, 1968,·c'lass of one a~sociate 
degree school were graduates from approved sChools of practical 
nursing.16 Lindstrom, in 1961. at San Jose State College, studied 
seventy-f·i ve tetenti on students and seventy-five withdrawal students in 
baccalaur-eate nurs·ing b,y use of questionnah·e and interview technique, to 
·-~---·---·-_._.,:... .. _.,a,..;.._.,_ 
14Joq_i!Y.. 9:n..c!· .l_gmo_!~.!:9.~ ~L'.'l.. !:1-~~~rn ~~.!:.?_i.Q.fb .. .91~.· £i.!.·, p. 25. 
- 15virginia --.:J:- Harris~- 11 Hris-I -Be'l'ieveAbout- Pract-ical Nurs-"ing 
Education~~~ n~l!Si!lg_ .Q~_!_log.!s_, 7:6, (June, 1969), p. 40. 
16Ibt9.· s p. 4·L 
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determine factors related to student survival. In referring to the entr·y 
process, she wrote: 
A question of importance is to what extent a lack of correct 
information concerning the educational program and the purpose 
of the program is responsible for withdrawal. In spite of the 
care and detail with which the college and the Nursing Program 
are explai~ed in the college catalogue and the pamphlets which 
each applicant receives, in spite of personal interviews and 
the orientation programs conducted at the opening of the student's 
college career, some students enter with distorted views of the 
college and the Nursing Program.l7 
Student character-istics. · In attempts to d·iscover distinguishing 
characteristics of students of the different nursing programs as an aid 
in assisting students with car·eer choices, some investigations using a 
varr•iety of methods and instruments have been undertaken. FevJ studies 
havb been done on thr;; vocational nurse, and fewer including the associ-
ate<'degree nursa thctn the baccalaureate nurse. The major group at the 
basi~ nursing level that has been studied is the diploma school nursing 
student. 
Brooks investigated characteristics of nursing students drawn from 
nursing education pro9tam;; ·in New England. Her population included 
I 
forty-f·i ve students fl'om j un ·i m' co'll ege programs, and '145 students from 
baccalaureate prograrris. Information was obtai ned from incoming freshmen 
on socio-economic backgrounds and the initial f'indings revealed that the 
baccnldureate group was drawn from upper-middle and lower-upper 
- ----;--- -'---~----"?'""·-~-~-·!"-=---~-.. ~~~-~~-- ---- - -- - --- - --- - ---- -- - ----- - ----- -- - -
17Rizpa.h May Und ttom, "Student Survival 'in a Colleg·iate Basic 
Nursing Proqram 11 (unpub'l shed Doctor's dissertation, Stanford University, 
1961)' p. 148. 
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18 
socio-economic backgrounds, while the junior college group was fr-ont the 
lower-midd'le class ~in the majority of instances. No s·ignificant differ-
ence \vas found in the ·i nte 11 ectua ·1 ability between the bacca 1 aureate 
students and those in the two-year associ ate degree program.18 
Fox, Diamond, and Halsh; in an investigation of satisfying and 
stressful situations which students exper·ience as they progress through 
the basic program in nursing, o~tained data from students in three-year 
diploma programs, ii'l four or f'ive-year degree programs in nursing, and 
from students enrolled in programs other than nursing in women's colleges. 
The focus of this research was not on student characteristics but the 
researchers did obt? .. iri data v•hich prov·ided information on students 1 socio-
education.Hl· backgrounds, thc1il"' car·eet decisions~ and future plans •. Their 
randori1 s;,ampl e of schoo·l s was drawn from accredited dip 1 oma and degree 
programs in nursing and accredited women 1 s colleges located.within 1,000 
miles of New York City. The tota·J san1ple ·inc'luded twenty-three diploma 
progl~ams, s ·ix degree p1nograms, and fifteen women's co 11 eges. 19 
· Findings rP.veal ed career choice m·i ght be influenced by geogtaphic 
location of the home in r1~la.tion to nm·sing programs as most students 
attendHd a school close to their homes. The majority of students in the 
diploma and baccalaureate degree programs were single, relied upon family 
l8Be;:itrice ·R. Brooks, "A Compal:'isori of Student Profiles," ~ursing· 
___ ylorld_, '13?: 18··21~ 24·-27, 28~-30, May~ J1.me, July, 1960. 
'l9oa\(id J. Fox, lorraine K. Diamond, and· Ruth C. ~Jalsh, Sati·~ing_ 
and Stressful· Situations in Basic PY'o_g_rams in Nuy-s·i.!l9.. Educat·ion, Vol. I 
Ti\iewY()rl<:--Tnstl'fut:e ·a:r--vt-;s-ear~'}]-::-ana·· ServTc'fr-i n tfurs i ng-Edu'eation, 
Teachers Col.lege~ co·lumb:iaUniversHy, 1961.). 
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19 
funds for financial support, and brigan their educational programs 
directly after graduat·ion from high school at approximately eighteen·· 
yea.t's of age. The fathers of the. students enrolled in baccalaureate 
programs were most frequently employed as professionals or proprietors.20 
I 
As part of the same study, Fox, Diamond, and Jacobowsky reported 
on career decisions and professional e~pectations of the same group of 
students. The median age at which both diploma and de-gl'·ee students 
decided on a career in nursing was fourteen, and career decisions for 
" non~·m.irsing students had the median age of seventeen. The juniors and 
senior students in degree programs were mm'e satisfied with the type of 
, :, 
scnb-ol chosen than v.Jere the upper-c 1 ass d i p'l oma students. Although some 
. ) . 
r.ur~. fng s tude.nts e}(pre:;s c:d doubt about career choice~ over 80 per cent of 
the' total \votdd study nursing again. About one-half of the students in 
degree programs reported plans to do general duty· nur'sing for their first 
emplayrn(~nt as a nurse) and less than 10 per· cent planned to contilflue 
their education in nursing after graduation.21 
Three studies limited to students in associate degree programs 
have been reported. ~lontag, serv·ing as the major investigator of a com-
prehr::!ns·ive study of seven p-ilot nurs'lr1g education programs in community 
co He9es and one program of the same curriculum type under the dtt~ection 
of a hospitalj reported on a number nf characteristics of students 
----... - .. --~-.. -.,...· .. ~·~-·····---
20HJ.J.g_. ~- p. , 287. 
2loav·id J. Fox, Lorraine K. Diamond, and Nadia ,Jacobowsky~.Career· 
.· _Desjs LC?.D_~. -'~ll!}_' l'X~Lt~-~-?.1 ot~]_ L~J:~? . .S:J~_t_i o~2 Q_f_ J~-~~s i ng_ _;:>tuQ_~Jts_ (New Yor)k: -
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Un~iversity, 1961 . 
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· enrolled·fn these initial programs. Some of the important findings were 
(1) about 14 pet~ cent came from age groups over twenty-six years of age; 
{2) males comprised 3 per cent of the group; (3) at the start of their 
programs, 12 per cent of the students were married and 8 per cent had 
children; (4.) the socio-economic backgr·ounds of the students conformed to 
the enr·ollrnent pattern of the community college in which the program was 
offered; and (5) the majority of. the students• fathers were engaged. in 
semipPofessional or small business occupations, or were skilled workers.22 
Anderson reports on a four-state, five year project under the 
auspices of the W, K. Kellogg Foundation, forlowing the pilot study program 
by'Nontag, in whic!: stud&nt biographical data wete collected. One group 
of.:?58 students: en.rolledin four associate degree nursing programs 1957 
tht-ough 1961, and another group of 581 students, enrolled in ten associate 
degree nut·s,ing progr·ams in· September, 1963- were studied. In these- bm 
groups 27 per cent and LJ.2 per cent were over twenty-one years of age. In · 
both groups the sex ratios were approximately 3 per cent men to 97 per 
cent women. The socio-economic backgrow1d o"f the students • families re-
vea led about 60 per cent wen: ski Hed labor, and about 20 per cent \'Jere 
professional and managerfal in background. Over half in both groups were 
. . 
mar'Y'ied, or· had been married. Forty-three per cent of one group had been 
employed before entering the progr·am, and of these, 56 per cent had \•/or ked 
in fields related to health,services.23 
. 22~1"ildred L ~1ontag, Communi~X ~olle_g~ fducation·for_ Nur_si~!g_ 
·(New York: McGraw Hill Book Co.~ 1959). 
2:3BeY'nice E. Anderson, Nu~:?,iD_9.. t~ucat_ion 1~ ~<?!Tn~un·i~y ~-~!'Jor 
Coll~- (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1966}. · ... 
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Hiatt reported biographi.cal information on 1,488 students from 
associate degree.ptograms who had been·or were enrolled in California 
nurs·ing education programs of this type. Of this total group, 60 per 
cent were between the ages of seventeen and twenty-one .and 40 per cent · 
were 6ver b:enty-one, 60 per cent were sing 1 e, and 96 per cent were 
fema ·1 es. The four rna in r-easons for th£d t· choice of an associ ate <;Iegree 
program were·: (l) length of the progr·am, (2) combination of college with 
a nursing major, (3) program suited financial needs, and (4) the program 
was located near home.24 
Dustan conducted a study involvin9 students in the four nursing . 
· ectucati on progtams offered in· San Jose, Ca 1 iforni a \'ihi ch focused on the 
~haracteristics of the students relate~ to the educational objectives and 
reqlr\ rei;Jents of the progr'ams ·in wlri ch they were enro 11 ed. The tota 1 of 
participating students.was 379,.193 were students ina baccalaureate 
nursing program, 54 were associate degree nursing students, and 132 stu-
dents were ·in two diploma programs. Findings \'/elAe that the students 
enrolled in the associ ate degree program most nearly met the expectations 
which the investigator had anticipated would characterize the student 
~}roup ·in the bacca l aureq, te ptogram. F'ifty-ei ght per cent of the associ ate 
degree students vmre over twenty-five, had selected the associate degree 
program because it vJas inexpensive, took only bJO years to complete, and 
24ca'lifor1Yia· State Department of Education, California Associate 
in Arts Nursing Project, Part II, Third Annual Rt~port to the\~. K. 
Kellogg Foundation 1960~1962 (Sacramento, Ca'lifort:ia. Department of 
Education.)·~ · 
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22 
allowed them to live at home and maintain family responsibilities while 
attending school. Of the four groups, the associate degree group re~ 
ceived the highest scores on tests of academic aptitude.25 
The.ir immediate post-graduat·ion plans were in agreement vtith their 
program objectives, however their long range career plans included posi-
tions for which preparation at the baccalaureate level is the minimum 
educational prerequisite: positions in public health nursing, in various 
levels of nursing service administration, and in teaching in schools of 
nursing. Over half of them indicated that they phnnedto seek bacca-
. laureate preparation in the near :futm·e, and a fourth of them were 
a'IY~i.;ady planning to ·undertake graduate study. On the basis of schola!;-
tic/aptitude, values, interest, and long.,.range career plans, this student 
body v~as judged to he inappropriately matched with t~e objectives and 
cur·r.icul.um. requ~irements of the nursing education. program which they had 
s~1ected. 26 
Thi$; study showed the students who selected the baccalaureate 
degree program had chosen to enroll in this program because it offered 
the best preparation for what they vmnted to do, provided an opportunity 
for a general education in addition to a major in nursing, and allowed 
them to earn a college degree. A slightly higher percentage of these 
s t;ur)ents j f(l th~rs [lad been to co 1l eg,e than was true of students in the 
other programs~ As a group they were younge:r, and their car-eer goals 
25oustan, QI~.· .~L~·, p. 192. · 
26oustan, 1.~19_;, p. "193. 
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reflected the type of educational preparation offered by the nursing edu-
cation program they had selected.27 In general these studies' showed the 
_, 
vocat·iona1 nursing student was often not in the program of her choice. 
The associate degree nursing student was seen to be inappropriately 
rna tched with the curriculum objectives according to her future p'lans. 
This student was older, has worked prior to entrance into the program, 
··came from a socio-economic level conforming tn the community surrounding 
the college, and had chosen this program because it was ·inexpensive, took 
only tvJO yer:trss- and was near home. Differences in ability between the 
associate degree nursing s.tudent a.nd the baccalaureate de.gree student were. 
not apparent. The baccalaureate degree s tud~nt \·tas younger J entered di-
reetly after ~dg~1 school, carne from a. higher socio-·economic lev(:d t and 
expect(~d to be9in her emp'loyment with a staff nurse pos1tion. 
Pe_r_~~E.tign of the·. r11Jrse ima[fl_. As some students are in programs 
not in keeping with their ultimate goal~, the question arises as to the 
.. accuracy of their perception of the function of the graduate of these pro-
grams. The image projected by the workers in a fieldS> affects l··ecruit-
ment ·into that fie1d. Kelly, •.vith reference to the nursing profession 
suggests that 1 
Far too mar~ young people and those who guide them retain the 
limited~ stereotyped irnag~'i of the nut·se as seen on the television 
screen or aS portrayed in the paperback romances. Conveying amore 
accurate picture of the nurse is a problem that the profession has 
not yet solved.28 · _ 
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Bridgman concurs, as she states that: 
The public conceptions of nurses' training as a narrowly 1 • 
applied type of education, involving hard physical work and a 
pt'eponderance of routine, with 1 i ttl e intellectual content or 
stimulating teaching, have caused many parents and high school 
advisers ~o think th~t nursing is not a suitable occupation for 
bright students unless they can afford nothing better.29 
Bixler and Bixler observed: 
24 
To assess the conceptual image of high school counselors, Klemer~ 
in·1962~ asked a 1··andmn ·selection of 140 counselors employed in the 
secondaty schools of ,l),labama~ to check an adjective check l·ist she had 
devised~ This forced-choice check list was compared with the results 
given by e'leven nurse educators. E·ighty--s"ix of the counselors returned 
the check lists as d·irected, and the r~:;sults showed seventy-four of the 
eighty-six counselors thought the typical Alabama nursing student tended 
to be "scholastical"ly above average 11 rather than "scholastically belm'l 
average~ Eight of the nurse educators thought this to be true. There were 
other differences, how,ever, in statistical analysis, only three of the 
29Margal~et Bridgman, ~_ol_l_g_g_i_at~ £guca_tion. for_ Nursin_9_ (New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1953}, p. 73. . . .:...;;, 
30R. vJ. B·i xl e}~ and Genev·i eve Bixler, Adm~_!1istr~t12_1!. fq_!'_ ~-~sing_ 
Educat·ion in a Pe'r"'iod of Trans·ition (New York: G. P. Putnam Sons, 1954), p:-195. -- ---- -·- --~----- --- -.------------- . 
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differences betv>~een the counselors' and the nurse educators' selections 
were shown to have sign-ificance at the .05 level of confidence. These 
were the counselors' selection of "reai istic"where the nurse educators chose 
"idealist·ic"; the counselors selection of "dedicated" where the nurse educa-
tors selected "motivated"; and the much greater majority by which the 
counselors selected nphys·ica.11y adequate'' over "physical1y robust" even 
though the nurse educators also showed a sma 11 majority fm· the same choice. 
The speculation that high schoo·l guidance counselors, as a group, would 
have·a completely distorted image of the typical nursing student was not 
borne out by the sample used in this study.31 
However, a study by Orzach, in which questionnaires were distrib-
ut&d to a total of 714 girls in selected Wisconsin high schools, showed 
tha.t counseTors may have a poor image of the nursing student. In trying 
to 'detc~rrnine what influeno;d young vmmen in their preferences toward o~· 
away from nursing, specific re-lationships between the favorability of 
each sou.rcc! was determined. Findings were: 
Students consider that their high school teachers~ guidance 
counselors~ and pt·incipals are less favorably cJ·isposed to nursing 
than any other sources, except for newspaper comic strips.32 
Cly. in 1966~ chose for her study a random selection of one hundred 
counselors in North: Carol'i na, the fifty-f·i ve returned questionnaires vtere 
used for analysis. Cly's study shovJed a lack of infonnaUon by high 
3'lfv1argaret G. Klemer, "lhe Counselor's Image of. the Nursing Stu-
dent," ~~T..?.]D..9.. Ot!tL<?.ok~ 12:10~ Ottobei~, 1964, p. 54. 
32t., H. Ort:ach, noccupational Impressions, Occupational Preferences, 
and r~es·idencr.) 11 f.~x:~_onn~.l, GuJ..sLan~e JCl_~rnaJ_, 38:5, January, 1960~ p. 358. 
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school c:ounselor·s regarding which programs qualified students to take 
state board of nursing examinations, a lack of information about the 
curriculum of diploma schools, and a major finding was tho.t the. full-timP. 
counselors received higher scores on knowledge than did the part-time 
counse 1 ors about the 'it~ knmvl edge of nursing$ and nursing trends. 33 
I II. SUI~MARY 
This chapter begins with a discussion of the present programs of 
preparation in educational institutions for vocational, associate degree 
and baccalaureate degree nurses. A dearth of studies exist related to 
couns.e·lor- or student }S:rception of reasons for student career choice of 
spr.::cHic progr·ams. !~elated studies on student characteristics, abilit·ies, 
co.rei:.!1' choices and p1ans congruent with wor-k goa.ls were cited and their 
outcomes d"is·cussed·. These tended to revca 1 inappropriate choice of pro-· 
gram by students as related to their career objectives. Studies on 
high attrition rates have l"aised the question of how knowledgeable the 
student was prior to entry into the pt·ogr·am, about program objectives and 
functioning of the graduate. One study showed that, in some aspects, the 
high school counselor image of nurses was not different from that of those 
in nursing education, whereas b.ro other studies shmoJed the high school 
counselor may have a poor image of the nursing student and lack informa~ 
tion about nursing education. Studies were not available .related to the 
tollege counselor and perception nf the nursing image. 
33Jean F. Cly, "What School Counselors Know About. Nursing, 11 Tar 
~~el_ ~l_J_rs_~_, Vol. 30:4, December, 1968, pp. 62-67. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS OF THE STUDY 
I. SOURCES OF THE DATA 
·California is one of the most urbanized states in the nation, and 
60 per cent of the population of the state as of mid-1968 was located in 
the ten southernmost counties, referred to as Southern California.l ·In 
order to obtain a more characteristic sampling including both urban and 
rural are~s, the study was limited to Northern California, that area 
above the norther·n bol'der~s of San Luis Obispo, Ketn and San Bernardi no 
Counties, 
Hithin this n;gion, the study was conducted with subjects in three 
randomly selected comrnunity colleges and two universities: Modesto Junior 
Co'llege) Sacramento City College~ San Joaquin Delta College, Stanford 
Univel~sity, and University of California, San Francisco. 
Modesto Junior Colle~a is one of the oldest junior colleges in 
the State, organtzed in 1921, and located in Modesto, California. Bound-
aries of tha area served by the college include nearly 4,000 square miles, 
being khown as the Yosemite Junior College District. Enrollment for day 
students iS curr'entl.y 4~600. 2 Modesto, population 4-6.,400, 3 the 
lCalifornia, California Statistical Abstract, lOth. Ed., (1969)~ p~ix. 
2t~odesto Jun·lor .College, Registrar's Office, personal intervievJ» 
February 6, 1970, 
3ca1ifor·nia, ca-lifornia Statistical Abstract, gp_.Ett_., P• 16. 
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county seat and 1arges·t city in Stanislaus, County, is located near thf.~ 
norther·n tip- of the San Joaquin Valley. The major area served ,by ,this 
district is predominantly rural and agr-icultur·al in natur·e. 4, 
28 
San ~1oa-quin Delta College, located in the city of Stockton, \'/as 
f·irst established in 1935, and presently serves the distrkt known as San 
Joaquin Delta College District. Current enrollment for- day classes 'iS 
5,799. 5 The city of Stockton, populat,ion 97,680,6 is located on an inland 
port, and ·in addition to industrial plants, the country has diversified 
vegetable crops on sma'll and large farms, vineyards and on: hard areas J 
The community college serving the most urban of these bJo-year 
collc::gei,ateas, Sacramento City Coilege~ was fovnded in 1916, and is 
seventh ?oldest pub'!ic community col,'l~ge ·in California. The area from 
\'l'h'ich th'e enrollment is -obtained is the Los Rios College District. The 
district ·is a 1 so ·served by· tha ·American R'iver Co '!lege. Sa.cramento C:ity 
College enrollment for ful'l time day students for the spring semester, 
1970, is 8_,028.8 The city of Sacramento, w'ith a population of 257,8229 
4 11 Modest~ ~1emo 11 comp·iled by the:Resear.ch Department, Greater 
Modes to Chamber of Gon1111erce 9 1970, ( pamph'h~t). 
5san Joaquin Delta College, Registrar 1 s Office, personal interview, 
February 135 1970. · 
6ca1ifor,nia Statistica~J Abstr·act~ QJ!_· ci.!~q p. '15. 
711 The Stockton, California Story 11 compi'led by the Research 
Department, Greater Stockton Chamber ofCommerce~ not dated, (pamphlet). 
~ ... 
..... ~ .. -:::-.~·· '- ::·.;..-
8se.1Ct'amento CHy Col:lege, Registrar•s Office, personal interview, 
Fr~bruary 13~ 1970, 
9Ca l 'iforni a Stat is tical Abstract, pJ?_· £.Lt., p. 15. 
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29 
is cons·idered to be a rapidly growing urban area.10 
The two universities are both located in urban ·areas.~ The Univer-
sity of California, San Francisco, is located in the center of a metro-
politan city.l1 Stanford University is a fairly large private institu-
' tion \1/ith a nationa·l reputation, located on a large acreage, and surrounded 
by metropol"itan communities. 
Jhe Sample P~_Eulation_ Under Stu~ 
The population understudy included four groups;·community college 
~ounselors, vocational nursing students, associate degree nursing students, 
and baccalaureate deqree nUi~s·!na students·.· ·It was desirable to select 
. :. . .· ... ·. .., 
three of these gtoups from a representative community college population. 
co"ilege·s in Northern Ca'lifornia offering both vocational nursing and 
associate degree nursing programs with class.sizes between twenty and 
th·i rty students. From this group were, se 1 ected those community colleges 
operating on the semt~ster system n:1.ther than the quarter system. Those 
\'i"i th 5emester· systems were chosen to obtain the sarnp·l e as near to gradua-
t·ion as possible, as this stw:i(mt would more firmly have affixed the image 
of the graduates of various nursing progr·ams .. These commun·ity col'leges 
were then grouped into three population groupings resulting in two urban, 
tv10 semi-·urban, and two rural colleges. Follo\'ling stratification on these 
---~----· .. 
10ustandard Industrial Survey Report, 11 prepared by the Sacramento 
Metropolitan Chamber of CoMnerce, 1970. 
llcalifornia Statistical Abstractj op. cit.~ pp. 15-16. 
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30 
factors, andusing a table of random numbers, one college vms selected 
from each of thethree groupings .. .In the se·lected community colleges the 
1 ength of- time the students had attended the co 1'1 ege:s differed. Whereas 
in San Joaqu-in Delta College and Sacramento City College, a few students 
may have taken preliminary cout~ses prior to enter'ing the nursing programs) 
in Modesto ,Junior Co 1·1 ege it seemed to be more the rule that students 
enter aftet~ one ot' h.ro years of preliminary wm~k. 
Sim"ilar·iy, two schools were selected from c;t total of seven state 
col~~ges and universities in Northern California. This ~ourth group con-
si{sted of first year nursing students at Stanford University, and fii·st 
y'i./t·r rtursing student~. at the Univer·sity of Californ:1a" San Francisco. 
Both iiursing progr-ams are five academic years in ·length, and the first 
t¥.1(1 years of the pn~gnw1 may be taken at that University, or at other· 
ac£redi ted uni versiHes or co.lleges. The las.t. thre'E~ .. yea.rs must be .. spent 
on 'the partictflar campus from which the student is graduating. This 
·nurs.i ng student group was in- the first year of the nurs i·ng· program; but 
in the tl,-ird acaderwic year of college or un·iversity work. 
MEASURES EMPLOYED IN COLLECTING~ ORGJ\NIZING AND 
ANALYZING THE DATA 
I. FORMULATION OF A NOOEL 
More easily to handle the comp'lexity of the educat'ional system, and 
·----~ i-... ~ - :·.:_' 
g-raduate ro 1 es of tl'1e thr<:!e ty()es of nurses under·- study, . the ana log 12 
'12Joseph E. H'l'll and August Kerber; ~ode]..:s_~ ~~~~bQ~? .. • ~!1.9_ ~~.~.l,y_ti£~1 
Procedures in Education Research (Detroit: \~;;iyne Stat~~ University Press,· 
-.1!)67~--p-:-··rr:- ~-·------ .----··-------
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model was chosen. In this model ce.r·tain structures wet•e-presented to 
represent the original -entity under consideration. 
31 
Statements of functions of the vocational nurse, associate degree 
nurse, and baccalaureate degree nurse, were obtained from the American 
Nurses Association,l3 California League for Nursing,l4 and Western 
Interstate Commission for Higher Education.l5- In addition~ California 
laws related to nursing education, licensure and practice, and the 
vocational nursing practice act were obtained.16 These statements were 
analyzed, and formed into the analog model describing the educational route 
and on-the-job functioning of the graduates of the vocational nursing, 
::ass-ociate degree nursi~g, and bacca'laureate degree nursing programs. This 
)nodtd is ~Wdphica"i'iy pre~·ented on the follovflng pages. 
'·'\" 
l3Amer·i can Nur·ses' Association) Statement ·of ·Functions· of the 
Licensed Practical Nljrse, New York: Ame-rican Nurses·· AssoCi ation,-~r964 ~ 
T"PaiiiPhTetT;-AiilerfE<1n~urses 1 As sod ati on 11 Fi rst Position on Education for 
Nursings 11 -~rne~jca_IJ.~g_ur_nal_-_9_f.l!.9!.~iQg""~ Vol. 65:'12 (December, 1965). 
l4califm·nia League for Nurs·ing, 11 Nursing Education Progv·ams 
in Ca'!"ifornia 9 " San Francisco: CNA (pamphlet). · 
l5Essential Content in Baccalaureate Programs in Nursing, (Colorado: 
Western Interstate Commission for H·igher· Education, 1967). 
16soard of Vocat·ional Nur·se and Psychiatric Technician Examiners, 
Rules and Rraulations-Vocational ·Nurses, California: State of California 
Departrnent·at·rr()-fess~i'o-riaT-andllocafion·a 1 standards, 1969, PP. 184-192; 
. .!_~j_g_., ~.2S~.!_1_C!!.~.a.1. ~-l!I'.:?..!.!!}LE!it.5:..!:J.s.~ Ac~~' California: State of California 
Dt~partm<~ntofProfessionnl and Vocationa<l Standards, '1969, pp. 4-21; 
Boar? of.Nurs·i ~g Educ~tion arid Nurse ~egis~ration~ L~ws B_~J_atin_z _to 
Nurs_:I..Q.9 __ Edur:.a t~gn - hl£~ns~r:~ ·· Pr~~ t.~.~~. :::!_,_tQ. -~~1 e~. ~per B~.9.ill~? t_1 on_!?_, 
-ran forni a: State of Ca 1 Horni a Department of Professiona·l andVoca"" 
tional StandaY'dS) 1968; pp. ·4-51. · · 
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32 
Figure l is a schematic representation of the titles held follow.., 
ing successful·completion of the State Board of Nursing examinations. 
The vocational nurse is qualified to become a Licensed Vocational Nurse, 
while the associate degree and the baccalaureate degree nurse are 
qualified for licensure as a Registered Nurse. In the State of California, 
the baccalaureate degree nurse is eligible for certification as Public 
Health Nurse, and in this capac'ity can function as a school nurse. 
The area of service and advancement routes is illustrated in 
Figura 2, in which it will be noted that the baccalaureate degree nurse 
is the only nurse with the foundation for graduate study, and is the 
~nly one functioning in diverse health areas. , The advancement routes 
are~considered closed to both ~ssociate degree and vocational nurse 
vJi thout further pteparati on. 
The level of functioning of all nurses; as shown in Figure 3 is 
under a licensed phys·ician. The flow of authority is seen to originate 
with the physician and term·inate ·in the vocationa·l nurse, when considered 
only in relation to the four roles indicated. The baccalaureate degree 
nurse is considered equally prepared to plan health care with related 
health workers such as social workers, dietitians, physican therapists, 
and others. The associate degree nurse can guide, direct, and teach and 
render complex care. The role of the vocational nurse is limited in 
ind~pendent action. 
In Figure 4 the_ difference in the educatiol}_al preparation; and 
:investment of cost and tim-e n::'lated to each program are shovm. The 
1:---
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ultir.r1ate pur·pose is shown, revealing the vocational and associate degree 
nurses to be tn terminal programs;. considered complete for their pur-· 
poses. The bacca·laureate.degree program is observed to be the only one .. 
leading to a graduate program for the Master of Science degree and the 
t----- ---------------
Doctor of Nursing Science Degr'ee. ·--~~----
II. INSTRUf~ENTS 
Four instruments were constructed for appraisal of the problem: 
a student questionnaire, counselor questionhaire, comparing vocations 
questionnaire and a personal inter'view schedule. 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
.. -~ A questionnaire was developed to secure data on the student's 
background, reasons for occupational choice, reasons for program selec-
tion, and career expectation.l7 Several of the questions utilized were 
adapted from that of Dustanl8 in her study of characteristics of 
students in three types of nursing education program. 
Prior to development of the content and form of the questions re-
'latin~i dir'ectlyt'o caree~·· cho·ice, petsonal interviews were held with ten 
counselors at v.,rhich tima they were asked to indicate the·ir be'!ief as to 
..-.-... _.....~-··--·------... -~.~--· --
17Appendix E, p. 158. 
' -
18Lauta Corbin Dustan, 11 Characteristics of Students in Three Types 
of Nursing Education Programs 11 (unpublished Doctor•s diss~rtation, 
Un-iversity of Ca'J·ifornia, 1963) .. 
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reason for student choi~e of the three nursing education programs bein~ 
studied.. As a result of these intetviews, certain items deemed to be 
important were added. This intermedi~te form of the questionnaire was 
prett:sted through the cooperation of selected students in two nursing 
education programs in Stockton, but of a different group than those 
be·ing used in the study. Based on the informat·ion and experience gained 
from the pretesting the final form of the questionnaire was developed to 
fac"ilitate ease in student use and efficiency in subsequent tabulation 
of 'the data .19 
This instrument asks the judqement of the counselor as to influ- • 
.. , .. 
ential factors in student choice and the degree of importance of factors 
rel~ted to student choice for three nursing programs. The items on this 
instrument were taken from the student's questionnaires.20 
~Q~~~!..."i!l9 .. J..9S2,!ton?_:_Ques t_i_onnatr!! 
This instrument consisted of thitty items perta·ining to the voca-
tional nurse~ associate degree nurse~ and baccalaureate degree nurse, and 
was based on the previously established analog model. In addition, 
five items (#1, 3, 8, 10, 14) were included to determine the favorable-
ness of thl~ perception of the three nursing programs. Fo 11 O\'Ji ng com-
p.leHon of the questionna-ire~ this instrument v.;as submitted to five nursi.ng 
experts in the field to establish face validity. All thir·ty objective 
l9Appendix E. p. 158. 
20Appendi x D. p. 155. · 
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items were rated 'by these experts as being consistent with the functions 
. . 
. . 
and educational basisof these nursing vocations as established by the 
~erican Nursing Association.21 This instt·ument was administered to all 
participating students and counselors. 
INTERVIEWS 
The interview technique was chosen because it perrnits supplementary 
expl~ration of specific questions in depth. It was also used as an ex-
ternal criterion to aid in evaluating questionnaire validity .. Gu·idelines 
advised by Runrne 122 were used with particular· attention to structure and 
pY·el im.inary tryout. The interview technique was developed and several· 
t~ial interviews were carried out with counselors and students who were 
not a part of the study. After· t•efinement of technique~ the i nterviev1er 
a;ipeared to have devE~loped a workable approach whtch seemed to y·ield the 
·information sought. A copy of the final fonn of the interview schedule is 
in Appendix H.23 
IV. AD~1INISTRATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS 
The coopet·ation and part·iC'ipation of the nu,rsing school 
administrators were secured during '1969. During the initial 
interviev.Jss the purposes and plans of the research were explained to 
21Appendix F. p. 165~ 
..... 
. •"'--:'.:':- -~· . ' ---~·:.....:-... 
22,J. FranC'is Rummel,- An-Introduction to Research Procedures in 
~~£~!.ion_ (New York: Harper &B-rothers:-·1958T; ·pp. 66-67-.---- -·· 
23Appendix H~ p. 171. 
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40 
~ive the administrators of the pro~rams sufficient time to consul~ with 
theit· faculties and.students prior to the testing per·iod, which was 
planned for the early spring of 1970. The administrators, faculties, and 
students exhibited much interest in the undertaking, which greatly 
fqcilitated the subsequent data collection. 
The research plan was designed to include all students enrolled in 
the latter part of their final year in vocational nursing and associate 
degree nursing programs in the three community colleges, and students 
enr61led in the third year of coll~ge, but the first year of the basic 
nursing education pY'ograms at the t\1-JO universities. At each of the 
community colleges, one or tvJo class per.iods were given the investigator 
f~t the purposes of explaining and administering of the questionnaires. 
An exphnation of the purposes of the study and the need for their' 
partic-ipation was giw~n. Questionnaires were administered by the same 
examiner to all s tljclents as a group. Two students who wr~r·e absent from 
class Wf!re given the q~stionnaire indiv·idually by the same examiner on'a 
s epa !'ate date·' 
cards. 
,1\ll responses vJere entered by subjects on mark sensed, 
The investi9ator and the administrator· of th(~ department of 
nursing at Stanford Univm·sity collaborated ·in prepar·ing a letter ex-
plaining the project. This letter- and the questionnaires for all of the 
student groups were for·warded to the admi ni stra tor, who enlisted the 
participation of thH students. From th·ls first contact, approximately 
78 pet" cent of Hd s group responded. A second 1 etter after ten days, to 
the admin'istr·ator of nuning Tesulted in part·icipat:ion by approximately 
i---------
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.82 p~r cent of the. group~ 
. H.ith reference to the ma·il questionnaire, according to Ke·rlinger,24 
"Returns of less than 40 or 50 per cent are common. Higher> percentages 
at~e rare. At best, the researcher must content himself with returns as 
low as ~0 or 60 per cent." 
A list of the first year basic nursing students with their addres-
ses was furhished to the investigator and the group of students at the 
University of California, San Francisco, were contacted. The question-
ncri re; with 'its covering ·1 etter' and stamped, return en vel ope. was sent 
·by f·irst class mail to the seventy-seven f'irst year basic nursing stu-
ae_nts. An almost immediate response of 50 per cent v1as received. After 
ten d.tys a second E~tter .,.,as forwarded to the ind·rvidual students. 
~<~sponse fl~om this 5e,~ond letts~r· resulted in fourteen add·!t·ional question-
naires. Appr'oximately 65 per cent of this tota·l group part·iC"lpated. 
Total sample included 302 women and five men. One of the .five 
men was enrolled at the University of Ca'lifornia, San Francisco, three were 
enrolled in the Associate Degree Program in Sacramento, and one of the 
mt~n v-1as enr·o"lled in the San Joaqu·in Delta College group. ThesE~ five men 
composed l. 6 pet· cent of the tota 1- student group. Since the number and 
percentage of males was so small a part of the sample, no male and female 
breakdowns were included in data analysis. Table I reveals the number pf. 
students in each program in each of the schools of nursing from whom data 
· 24Fr'ed N. Kt~rlinger, Fou~i<! .. tion..:~~. _Qf. ~~-~'!~ior~_l Re~;:2.rc~-~ (New York: 
Holt~ Rinehart, and VJinston, Inc 09 1964), p. 397. · 
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were collected. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN EACH PROGRAM IN EACH OF THE SCHOOLS 
OF NURSING FROM WHOM.DATA WERE COLLECTED 
-·--------------------------
PROGRAM MODESTO SACRAt~ENTO SAN JOAQUIN STANFORD . UCSF 
Vocational 
Associ ate . 
Baccalaureate 
Total . 
40 
39 
79 
35 
48 
83 
Total of all participating students : 307 
.....;_ ______ _ 
24 
45 
69 
25 
25 
51 
51 
During 1969, the heads of the counse 1 i ng depar·tments at Modes to 
Junio\h College, Sacramento C'ity College, and San Joaquin Delta College 
were contacted to establish a schedule for testing. A regularly 
schedtded counseling staff .meeting was offered at the beginning of the 
'1970 Spring semestel~ during which the counseling staff could be given 
an explanation as to the nature and objectives of the present study. 
42 
A'll completed questionnaires as given to them by the examiner, indicating 
re_?ponses on me:'l:l''k sensed cards. One respondent • s guesti onnai res were not 
used,·for ·instead of marking the ans\AJers, he indicated he did not know 
the d-ifferences between the three nurs ·i ng programs and caul d not answet 
- --- -- -- - -- -- -----
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the questions. Table II. reveals the number~f counselors and location in 
each school, from whom the data were collected and analyzed~ 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF COUNSELORS IN EACH COLLEGE FROM WHOM 
DATA WER~ COLLECTED 
--- -------~----
COUNSELORS MODESTO SACRAMENTO SAN JOAQUIN 
·, 
--------· -----· 
Male 
Female 
Total 
--·-·, -----------------
Tdtfll pa,·ti ci pat"l ng counsel or·s = 38 
-6 
2 
8 
l1 
3 
14 
13 
3 
']6 
6 -
bi--
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The final sample of 307 students included all second year associ-
ate· degr•ee nursing students enrol'led at Modesto Juni-or College. (N:::39), at 
Sacramento City College (N=48), and at San Joaquin Delta College (N,.45). 
The final sample of students included all second year vocational nursing 
students enrolled at Modesto Junior College (N=-=40), at Sacramento City 
College (N=35), and at San Joaquin Delta College (N=24). At Stanford 
University Department of Nursing the samp 1 e included a 11 but three of the 
freshman nursing students, (N=25). At the University of California, San 
Francisco, fi fty~one. of the seven ty~seven fY'eshman nursing s tuden ts ... _W:~r.e . _,,c 
included. This gave a tot:al of seventy··six students ·who part·icipated 
from the baccalaureate programs. 
r· 
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The final samp:le of counselors totiiled thirty-eight for the three 
colleges, including Modesto City College (N=8), Sacramento City Co"llege 
(N=14), and San Joaquin Delta College (N=l6). There were thirty ma'le 
counselors, and eight female. All of the counselors were full~time with 
the exception of five. A counselor sample was not chosen from the two 
uni vers iti es because of the difference ·J n the counse 1 i ng practices as 
·compared to the corrmunity colleges. Admission applications, recruitment, 
and student couns~~ ling for nursing s tudt~nts is generally confined to the 
nursing departments. 
In addition to the questionnaire, a subsample of the community 
· cbllP·:Je subjects, choser, r'andomly, ware interviewed by this investigator 
i~ ord~r to obtain more detailed information concerning the process in-
v.hi ved in voca. tiona 1 choice. A personal interview i nvo 1 ves a direct 
fat.e-to-:face conversation between the i ntervi m'ler and the person from 
whom the information is being sought. The chief advantage~ particularly 
'<"Jhen the open-end .response is used$ is that more information is. 
\.' 
generally obtained thah with other techniques of securing information. 
It offers the opportunity of providing a more adequate picture of what 
the tesponde~t has in mind, what is important to him in respect t6 the 
topfc.-under ~iscussion, how intensely he feels about it, what the question 
mean~ to him, and within what frame nf reference he is answering.25 
· 25M. ;J~1hoda!. M~ Dr~utc:h and S. ~J. Cook, Research Methods in Social 
!~~j~tiQ.DS (NevJ York~ The Dtyden Press, 195l), IT:--r-:--427-:·---- .. -- -·-- --·---
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A description of the interview procedure ·is given to illustrate 
the methods used. Every effort \'las made to establish a situation· where 
reliable and valid responses would be forthcoming. Pt·eliminary inter-
view schedules were designed and tested .. As a result, changes were 
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made in wording of some quest·ions. After the preliminary interview 
schedules were revised, the interviewer traveled to the colleges to con-
duct the interviev/s. One purpose served by the questionnaires in this 
instance had been to get the respondent•s mind on the subject area. 
Those chosen to be interviewed were the heads of the nursing 
programs at the three community colleges, a sampling of counselors and 
S''tudents at each community college, selected e.t random. Using'a table 
of random numbers, f·ive subjects v1ere selected from a listing of the 
·community college counselors at the three colleges, totaling fifteen 
· couns2lors; five subjects were selected from eac~ of the three voca~ 
tional nursing programs, totaling fifteen subjects, and five subjects 
\IJere selected from each community college assoc-iate degree program, 
totaling fifteen subjects. 
In all the fnt\~l·vimvs, a structured~ open~end interview schedule 
was employed, and each intetview was conducted by this investigator. 
An introductory explanation as to the objectives of the study, and the 
value of the srJbject•s partic-ipation was made. Every effort was made 
to assure the respondent that all conversation and responses would be held 
. i_n_ th~ s tri ctes t confidE; nee and that her name wou 1 d not be inc 1 uded in any 
·Of the study. 
The interview vms structured, and each person \~Jas asked the same 
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questions in the same way. Respondents were encouraged to .. comme.nt on 
certain points not included in the regular interview instrument. 
Conducting the interview took from approximately one-half hour to 
one and one-half hours depending on how much time the respondents had 
available. The average time was about forty·five minutes. 
In order to facilitate the interview, each respondent was given 
46 
a copy of the interview inventory to follow. A summary of replies were 
recorded on a similar copy during the interview, by the interviewer. Of 
those interviewed, all y·espondents·.appeared very eager to participate and 
most expressed gratitude at being given an opportunity to express beliefs 
and fee'lin':'fS. Several respondents requested reassurance of the confidential-
tty of ~·he material and the dnng(~'t to the·ir position within the school 
str·uc:ture H this ·Inf0rmation vms revealed in ·a way ·fdent'ifiable as 
coming from them. However, there was a desire to participate, expressed 
qutte strongly, with the hope the research might have implications lead-
ing to possible change. In conducting the interview, a request was made 
for the respondent•s op·inion;. i.e,., 11 What do you think?,!' or 11 In your 
judgement ••. •• Questions were open-ended, yet each respondent appeared 
·to give responses that fell into three main categories. 
Add·itional information concerning recru·itment and selection 
policies was secured from the administrators of the vocational nursing 
and associate degt~ee nursing community college programs, and a univers:ity 
program. These intetviews involved an average time of two hours. 
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V. STATISTICAL ~1EASURES 
Each of the $ixty items on the, student questionnaire \vas·' compared; 
by means of the chi square test of homogeneity for· independent groups •. 
Each of the thirty-five items on the counse·l or ques ti anna ire was analyzed 
with a chi square statistical test. 
The thir·ty-f"ive items on the Comparing Vocations Questionna·ire \vere 
compared ·in the fol'lowing manner: (1) the five subject'ive questions were 
analyzed using the Kruskal..;~Jall'is H-test, following preliminary treatment 
' by 'the Friedman Rank Test, to distinguish d·iffer·ences between groups, and 
(2) the answers on the remain·ing th·irty items were scored on distance from 
the r·ole model, summed, .and a Kruska1-Wal1is H test and post hoc compari-
S'JJns was performed to dist·inguish diffen~nces between groups.26 The in-
"formation from th<:: ti1trty students' and filte2n counse-lors • inter·views was 
analyzed and classif'"led into categ,or'ies in,to·which the data tended to· 
cluster. The frequency of t·esponse within each category was calculated. 
These were used to descr·ibe the entire interview schedule. 
VI,, SUMr~.ARY 
Chapter III has discussed the design of the study and presented 
the' procedures used. The measures employed in collecting, organizing and 
analyz·lng the· data have been discussed. Chapter IV will discuss the 
analysis and findings of th~ collecte~ data. 
26Joseph E. HH1 and August Kerber, !.1~-~-od§_ and An~.l,yj:_i_£!il. 
Procedures ·in Education Research {Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
In this chapter, the findings and interpretations for each of 
the hypotheses are presented. Selection of statistical techniques is 
discussed, fo"llowed by a restatement of the specific hypotheses to be 
investigated. Then the statistical pr·ocedures used and analysis of 
the findings for each hypothesis is discussed. 
I. SELECTION OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 
~ , . Nonparametric techniques were chosen as appropriate and app]i-
. £able to this study because the variables measured were derived pre~ 
&ominantly from nominal and ordinal scales.l Chi square was used for 
~categorical comparisons. 2 
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks was 
used in treatment of the data having ordinal measurement. 3 The proba-
bility arbitrarily selected as the minimally acceptable level of signi-
ficance for al'l statistical computations in this study was that of .05. 
1sidney Siege·l ~· NonpEJiltnetric .~t~tisti~.s__ for the Behavioral 
Sci~!!~~s (New York: McGraw--Hill Book Co., 1956), p. 22. 
2_Ipi~., p. 175. 
3J_p i d • ' p • '184. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF FINDINGS 
Hypothesis I: Students .in the three programs will di ffe'r in age, 
educational level of father, family income, and standing in high school 
graduating class. 
49 
It was pointed out in Chapter II that a number of investigations 
have focused on students .in dip.loma and baccai aureate programs, but fewer 
have dealt with the associate degree and vocational nurse. For the 
purpose of this ·invest·igation, background information vJas obtained for 
the students in the three nursing programs which comprised the sample. 
The first part of the student questionnaire was designed to. 
cbllect the da.ta to test the fitst hypothesis. The majority of the stu-
dents responded to 4"11 questio.ns, but for those questions on which there 
v12re ·incomplete Y'esponses) the number to whom the data app1 ied are 
r-eported in the tables ~'lhich accompany the descrtptfve statements .. The 
·data pertaining to the first hypothesis are presented· first, followed 
by other descriptive information. 
The majority of the students in-the study were under t\>1enty-nine 
years of age (65 per cent), Ho\'JeV2r~ 35 per cent ranged in age from thirty 
to over fifty years! as shown by Table III. Tht~ baccaiaureate degree 
nursing progr·am ath,acted most of the students who were in the younger age 
groups, 98 .per cent at age twenty-nine or younqer; and the vocational 
nursing p~ogram attracted more students in the older age group, only 52 per 
cent at age t~Jenty-rl'ine OlA younger. 
The data in Table III were tested by the chi s~uare method for 
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independence. The distributions of the three programs were significantly 
different at the .;001 leveL This showed that a relationship existed 
between the type of nursing education program which the students selected 
and their age group. 
Hiatt reported that about 4G per cent of the students in the 
associate degree progr·ams which she studied were over twenty-one years of 
age.4 Dustan reported that 58 per cent of the associate degree program 
students which she studied were over twenty.,.ni ne years of age, and the 
baccalaureate grolip studied had 92 per cent under twenty-five years of 
age. 5 The groups of th·Js study. appeared to be in age groups similar to 
f.indi ngs of the stud_i es by Dustan, and to be of an older age group than 
the group stud·ied by Hiatt. 
Edu~.~_!;_i_ol~(l_Le~el of Father 
The students in the study composHe came from homes in which the 
educational level of the father ranged from eighth grade or less (31 per 
~ent) t~ those having finished college {19 per cent). The data on the 
educational. level attained by the fathers of the students in the composite 
student group and in each of the three programs are presented in Table IV. 
Table IV shows that 51 per cent of the students' fathers in the bacca-
laureate degree programs had finished college, 12 per ~ent of the 
4California State Department of Education, California Associate 
tn Arts Nursing Project~ Part }1, Third Annual Report to theW. K. 
Kellogg Foundatioh 1960~1962 (Sacra~ento, Califcirnia), p~ 11. 
5oustan;- 2E.· cH:.•$ p.78. 
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52 
students' fathers in the associate degree program, .and 6 per cent of.the 
students' fathers in the vocational nursing program had finished college. 
on·ly 10 per cent of the fathers of the baccalaureate degree program had 
less than eighth grade education, while 47 per cent of the vocational 
nursing students had fathers with less than an eighth grade education. 
None of the .fathers of the baccalaureate degree nurs·ing students had 
finished a technical school education. 
The data in Table IV were tested by the chi square method for in-
dependence. There· was· a statistically significant difference at the 
.001 level among- the thr·ee programs on the distributions of the fathers' 
educational attainment. This indi~ated that a relationship existed 
between the educational level attained by the fathers and the school 
selected by the students. The baccalaureat~ degree students had fathers 
. who had achieved the: highest educational level, the fathers of the asso-
ciate degree nursing stu-dents was next high, while the vocational nursing 
students had more fathers whose education was limited to grade school. 
f_!mi ll_ Inc~!!le 
The students had some difficulty in answer·ing the question on 
fami'ly income. Out of the tota'l, 8 per cent did not kno\o.J what their 
family income was. For those who did answer, the ·law bracket of less 
than $6,000 (20 per cent) and the high bracket of $11 ,000 to $15,000 
(22 per cent) were almost equally shared by the students' families. As 
shown·inTable V;32 p_er CE~_ntQf the vocational n~n~sing students reported 
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54 
a family income of less than $6,000 while only 6 per cent ~f the bacca-
laureate degree students reported family income of less than $6~000. 
Forty per cent of the baccalaureate degree students reported a family in·· 
come of over $15,000, while only 5 per cent of the vocational students· 
reported a fami'Jy income of over $15,000. For all student groups the 
$7,000 to $10,000 range was most frequently selected as representative of 
family income. 
The other two groups appeared better informed on family income 
than was the baccalaur·eate group, with only 90 per c.ent reporting. This 
may be due, to some extent by the difference in age and marital status 
.-between the baccalaureate student and the other groups. Appt'oximately 
one-haH of the vocational nursing students and associate degree nursing 
students v1ere over twenty-nine years of age, and approximately one..: 
third of the students in these two groups were married, which suggests 
a possibility of more famtliarity with handling financial matters than 
the largely unmarried, younger, baccalaureate students. The bacca-
laureate students were a group in which 98 per cent were less than twenty·-
nine·years of age and 94 per cent were single. Random interviews re-
vealed some associate degree and some vocational nursing ·students consid-
ered this question on income as being almost too personal, and in one 
instance was not answered for that reason. 
The data in Table V were tested by the chi square method for inde-· 
pendence. ·A significant difference was found at the .001 level of signi-
ficance. This indicated that there was a re'lationship between family 
income and student selection of a particular pr6gram, with more students 
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having a higher family income in the baccalaureate degree nursing pro-
gram, whereas the vocational nursing students came from families~with 
56 
1 ovJer farni ly income, and the associ ate degree students occupied an inter-
mediate position as to family income. 
Rant_ i tl_l:]j_gb_ Schoo_l Graduating Class 
The students were askedto indicate, to the best of their knowledge, 
their Nnk in their high school graduating class. As shown in Table VI, 
the student composite was almost equallydivided between the top quarter 
(45 per cent) and the top half (41 per cent) of the graduating class. 
None of t.he baccalaureate degree students placed themselves in the bottom 
half of their class. Nine per cent of the associate degree students, and 
l?B per cent of the voca t.1 on a l s tudEm ts placed themse ·1 ves at the bottom 
half of their graduating class. The data in Table VI were tested by the 
chi square method for independence. The difference in distributions of 
class rank was significant at the .001 level. This showed that a rela-
tionship existed between .the programs which the students selected and 
their rank in their high school graduating class, with more baccalaureate 
degree nursing students ranking near the top, and more vocational students 
ranking themselves near the bottom. 
pther_.~ac~_ground Il}_formati_on 
The majority of the students in the study were white (86 per cent). 
O_f the remaindet~, 3 _per cent were Negro, 4 per centwere Mexican-American, 
4 per cent were Oriental, and one s,tudent listed himself as 11 0ther. 11 As 
shown i.n Tab·le VII, among groups the greatest diversity was shown in the 
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60 
r1exican-Amer·ican group with 11 per cent ·in the vocational program, and 
only 1 per cent in the associate degree and 1 p~r cent in the baccalaure-
ate degree program. 
Th~ marital status of the students is indicated in Table VIII. Of 
the total group, 48 per cent were single, 40 per cent married and 10 per 
cent were divorced~ separated or widowed. There was a marked difference 
in marital status of the student groups. Ninety-four per cent of the 
baccalaureate student group v1ere s·ingle; Thirty-eight per cent of the 
vocational nursing students• group were single, while 30 per cent of the 
associate degree students were single •. None of the baccalaureate students 
listed themselves as divotced, separated, or widowed. In the total group, 
'·4·4 per cent had children, as shown in Table IX. Of the group \•rith children, 
~60 per cent of the vocational students had children and 57 per cent of the 
associate degree. students .had .. children. The totaL baccalaut~eate group had .. 
the smallest number of children, one child, as is shown in Table X. Both 
the vocational nursing program and the associate degree program had a large' 
group of students who had home and family responsibilities. 
As shown in Table Xi, 77 per cent of the student composite group 
worked sixteen hours or ·1 ess v1eekly for self-support. The thirty-four 
associate degree students were the largest number working sixteen to 
thirty hours week:ly. Seventeen of the vocational students v10rked th·irty 
hours or more weekly. 
The majority of the students in the study had graduated from high 
school. Sixteen vocational and 2 associate degree students were not high 
school graduates. The associate degree students were ~xthange· 
students from Columbia, South America. All of the bacca·l aureate degree 
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associate degree students showing attendance in the associate degree non-
nursing program might be an indication of the large numbers completing 
other college courses while awaiting admission to the nursing programs. 
Forty per cent of the baccalaureate degree nur·sing students indicated 
attendance at an associate degree non-nursing program. The hypothesis 
tested was that the students in the three programs would ~iffer in age, 
educational level of father, family income~ and standing in high school 
graduating class. The data from this study c'learly support this hypo-
thesis. 
Hypothesis II. Students in the three programs will show differing forces 
having the most influence on them in selecting nursing as an occupation, 
and students will differ in reasons for program choice. 
The second part of the student questionna:lre focused on when the 
participating student made a career choice, and why they chose the type 
of program in which they were currently enrolled, and what they expected 
to do after graduat'ion. The questions were directed toward. the. variables 
specified iri the second hypothesis arid other: infomlation related to 
occupational choice and career expectations. A questionnaire was ob-
tairied from the participating counselors giving their perception of the 
reasons for student selection of nurs·ing as an occupat:ion, and what was 
most ·influential in that choice, as background information. 
The ages at whi~h the students·made career decisions are shown in 
Table XVIII. Two-thirds of the students in the compos·ite groups (66·eer: 
............... __ p·. _,.,.. __ ;:,;_,..;'-
cent) had decided to study nursing before they were twenty-one years of 
age. The data·reported in Table XVIII showed that over one third of the 
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73 
vocational nursing students and almost one-half of the associate degree 
nursing students made the decision to study nursing at an older age than 
the baccalaureate degree student~. Less than ten per cent of the bacca-
1 aureate degree students choose nursing as a career aftel~ age twenty-one. 
The data reported in Table XIX showed other occupations considered. Al-
though the majority of students had decided on nm·sing at a relatively 
early age, two~tl"drds of them had given serious consideration to prepar-
ing for another occupation. For the total group, of those occupations 
listed, teaching was the most frequently indicated as a possible occupa-
tinnal field. Over two-thirds of the baccalaureate degree nursing students 
had considered the teachtng field. Almost~ne-third of the total voca-
tional nursing students had given consideration to the associate degree 
mws ing program. Two-thirds of the tota 1 student group had considered 
anothe1~ occupation as shovm in Table XX. 
Fot'ces Influent"la1 in the Choice of Nursing as a Career 
The forces which had influenced the students in their choice of 
nursing were explored. They were asked to rate these influences as first, 
second and third in importance to them in reaching a decision. The data 
in Table~ XXI 3 XXII, and XXIII, which present the students 1 three most 
important reasons for choosing a career in nursing, were tested by the chi 
square method for independence. In all three instcmces, the di stribu-
' 
tions were not statistically different. This seemed to indicate that the 
.. __ ;-;.;.:_• 
influences upon the students in selection of thei t· careers were shared in common 
and vJere unrelated to the type of program in which they were enrolled. The 
most frequent'ly chosen response as to influence of most importance was that 
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of the students• own decision. 
The counselor group was asked to rate the influences they believed 
to be first, second and third in importa~ce to choosing a career in nurs-
ing for the students in each program. 
The data in Tables XXIV, XXV, and XXVI which present the counse-
lors• perc~ption of the three most important influences upon the student, 
were tested by the chi square method for independence without significant 
difference being shown for the influence of most importance, and the in-
fluence second in importance. A significant difference was shown for 
the third most important influence~ Perusal of Table XXVI, the influence 
' thind in importance upon the students in helping them reach their career 
decision, shows the counselors perceive the high school counselor as 
being an influence on more than one third of the vocational nursing stu-
dents; and' the colleg'e counselor was an influence for over one third, of 
the associate degree nurs·ing students, as perceived by the counselors. 
This was in contrast to the students• perception that influences from the 
counselor at the high school and college level was practically non-
existant as shown in Tables XXVII and XXVIII. 
Table XXVII shows that only 10 per cent of the total students felt 
they had received assistance from high school counselors in reaching their 
carf~er decision, while 89 per cent responded they did not receive help 
from h-igh school counselors in carer~r selection. The data \1/ere signifi-
qultly different at the .05 level of si9nificance. A question to explore 
the help students felt they had received from co 11 ege counse 1 ors to reach 
their career decision was not significant as shown in Table XXVIII. 
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TABLE XXIV 
COUNSELOR PERCEPTION OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL FACTOR ON THE 
NURSING STUDENT IN HER NURSING OCCUPATION CHOICE 
Influences 
-Close family 
members 
High school 
counselor 
Friends who are 
nurses or nursing 
students 
Community college 
counselors 
Student's own 
decision 
Total 
---------~ 
-
Vo ca t·i on a 1 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
11 28 
1 2 
17 44 
2 5 
7 18 
38 97 
x2 ... 7.846 
Associate 
Degree 
.Nursing 
Students 
- No. % 
14 36 
4 10 
11 28 
3 7 
6 15 
38 96 
df -· 8 
Baccalaureate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
11 28 
7 18 
11 28 
4 10 
5 13 
38 97 
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TABLE XXV 
COUNSELORS PERCEPTION OF INFLUENCE SECOND IN IMPORTANCE TO 
- THE NURSING STUDENT IN HER NURSING OCCUPATION CHOICE 
81 
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TABLE XXVI 
COUNSELORS PERCEPTION OF INFLUENCE THIRD IN IMPORTANCE TO 
THE NURSING STUDENT IN HER NURSING OCCUPATION CHOICE 
. I nflue11ces 
C1os,e family 
member·s 
High school 
coun3e1or 
Friend~ who are. 
nurses or nursing 
students 
ComrnunHy co11e;ge 
·counselors. 
Student's own 
decision 
· Total 
Vocational 
Nursing 
Students 
No. 
5 
17 
6 
5 
5 
38 
OL 
10 
13 
'15 
13 
13 
98 
x2 "' 19.320 
Associate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
5 13 
7 18 
6 15 
15 39 
5 13 
38 98 
df = 8 
Baccalaureate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
8 21 
6 15 
13 34 
6 15 
5 13 
38 98 
p ( .05 
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The students' satisfaction with their career choice is shown in 
85 
Table XXIX. No significant difference among groups is shown, which in-
dicates students in the three programs did not differ significantly in 
degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 
The students were asked to indicate the importance of four rea-
sons for selecting the career of nursing. As shown in Table XXX, 
"general interest in and liking for peop'le," and in Table XXXI, "Interest 
in t~he medical field," each of these reasons were moderately important 
to 81 per cent of the student composite group. "Worthy use of one's 
life," in Table XXXII) wasmoder.ately important to 73 percent of the 
total group. 11 Interest ·ln keeping people well , 11 was important to 74 per 
cent of the tota.l student group .. 
Students were asked to rate these influences as fil~st, second, and 
third in importance to them in ascertaining the reasons for selecting the 
type of. program in which they were presently enrolled. For this ranking 
each individual chose one of the five responses one time only. The in-
f1 uence of most importance to the vocational nursing student was 11 type of 
program which best pr·epares me for what I want to do. 11 Of most importance 
to the associate degree nurse vms the response "cost of program best pre-
pares me for what I \'/ant to do, 11 and to the baccalaureate "type of progt·am 
best prepares me fot· what I want to do 11 was most important. The data in 
Table XXXIV shows that 50 per cent of the composite student group selected 
the response "type of program which best prepares me for what I want to do~ '1 
as the influence of most importance. 
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Table XXXV presents the reason second in importance for student 
progr·am choice with different· r·easons shown for each group. Approximately 
one-third of the vocational students chose the response "cost of the 
program best suited my financial resources." Approximately one-third of 
' the students in the associate degree program selected the reason "type 
of pr·ogram which best prepares me for what I want to do." Of the 
baccalaureate student gl~oup, almost one-half listed an "oppor-tunity for 
a co'llege experience 11 as the r-eason second in importance in program selec-
tion. For the third important reason for program selection, presented in 
Table XXXVI, one-half of the baccalaureate students selected 11 opportuni ty 
to t::arn co1lege credit~"one-quarter of the associate degree students 
· selected 11 cost of program best suited my financ·i al rr~sources, 11 and over 
one· .. third of the vocationa1 students chost::! "I could meet the admission 
requirements.,. 
The data from Tables XXXIV, XXXV, and XXXVI were tested by the chi 
square method for independence. A s·ignificant di.fference was found at 
the .001· level of significance. This indicated that there was a relation-
ship between importance of reason for program choice and student selection 
of a particular program. 
The participating counselor group was asked to rate the influences 
they believed to be first, second and third in importance to the students 
in each program in their selection of the particular program in which 
they were enrolled. The counselor group~ as shown in Table XXXVII, . _ 
-·---·::-.·;~,> .J --·~.;.:.:~ 
- sel ecfed the most imp0i'1fant reason for student choice of progr·am for the 
vocational student as being 11 Cost of program best suited my financial 
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TABLE XXXV II 
COUNSELOR 1 S PERCEPTION OF NURSING STUDENTS MOST IMPORTANT 
REASON FOR SELECTION OF THE PROGRAM IN WHICH ENROLLED 
Reasons 
Cost of program best 
suited financial 
--- r8sources 
Type program best 
·prepares for what 
wants to do 
Opportunity fm• 
college experience 
Opportunity to earn 
college cred'it 
Student could meet 
admission . 
requirements 
Total 
Vocational 
Nursing 
Stude.nts 
No. % 
24 63 
8 21 
"I 2 
0 0 
5 13 
38 99 
x2 = 39.265 
Associate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
12 31 
20' 52 
0 0 
1 2 
5 13 
38 98 
df = 8 
Baccalaureate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
6 15 
21 55 
5 13 
6 "15 
0 0 
38 98 
p <. 001 
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resources 11 (63 per cent), for associate. degree student 11 type of program 
which best prepares me for what I want to do" (52 per cent), and for the 
baccalaureate degree student 11 type of ·program 111hich best prepat·es me for 
what I want to do" (55 per cent). In Table XXXVIII, the reason second in 
importance, is shown to be for the vocational student "cost of program 
best suited my financial resources," and 65 per cent of the counselorgroup 
viewed this same reason for the associate degree student, while the second 
most important reason for the baccalaureate student was 110pportunity for 
college experience 11 {39 per cent). The third most important reason, as 
shown in Table XXXIX, is seen by (63 per cent) of the counselor group 
-for·tlie vocational student, and by (•14 per cent) of the counselor· group 
for the associate>degree student> as being 11 Cost of program which best 
su"ited my financial resources _. 1 The third most important reason for pro-
gram selection as indicated by the counselor group (44 per cent) for the 
baccalaureate students is 11 type of program which best prepares me for 
what I want to do. 11 For both the vocational student and the associate de-
gree student, the counselors considered financial resources to be an· 
importance factor in program choice. 
The total pet cent of dissatisfied students were only 16 per cent 
of the tota·i student group, as shm'ln in Tab'le XL. However, a few students 
in the vocational nursing program and the associate degree program would 
choose differently a second time. In Table XLI is shown the other types of 
program which d·issatjsf"ied students \'Jould choose a second time. The asso-
C'i ate degree program Wds. the most ftequently selected a l ter·nativ-e for the 
dissatisfied vocational nursing student, and the_bacGalaureate degree 
w 
~:~~~ ---- -~ -~--~-
- - --- -
~~-·-·~·-·---
TABLE XXXVI II 
COUNSELOR•s PERCEPTION OF NURSING STUDENTS SECOND MOST IMPORTANT 
REASON FOR SELECTION OF THE PROGRAM IN WHICH ENROLLED 
97 
·----,-··----------=:::::::::::::::::=:======= - -- . · ____ . ., 
·Reasons 
~ost of program b~st 
suited financial 
resources 
Type program best 
. prepares for what 
·. wants to do 
Oppm-tuni ty for 
college experience 
Qpportun-i ty to earn 
co 11 ege cn~di t 
Student could meet 
admiss ·ion 
requ i remc-mts 
Total 
Vocational 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
27 71 
5 13 
2 5 
0 0 
4 10 
38 99 
Associate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
25 55 
4 10 
5 13 
2 5 
2 5 
38 98 
Baccalaureate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
3 7 
7 18 
15 39 
13 .34 
0 0 
38 98 
------. ~·-~~--~~---·-~""----·-----------· ~---------.----
x2 = 56.4-57 df = 8 p < .001 
·---------------------------------
__ , __ M _____ • - .. ~,;._ ~ ··------,---·--------~-- .. -------· ----
8--=-=-=-::-=-.=--::==~=-=---
~~~~~--=-= 
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TABLE XXXIX 
COUNSELOR'S PERCEPTION OF NURSING STUDENTS THIRD MOST IMPORTANT 
REASON FOR SELECTION OF THE PROGRAM IN WHICH ENROLLED 
Reasons 
Cost of program best 
suited financial 
resources 
Type progrrun best 
·prepares for what 
\'lants to do 
Opportunity for 
college experie~ce 
Opportunity to earn 
college credit 
Student could meet 
admission 
requirements 
Total 
·--·--=-. -:.:.....-------=-----.--_: ---
Vocational 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
24 63 
3 7' 
4 10 
5 13 
2 5 
38 98 
x2 = 41.573 
Associate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
17 44 
3 7 
10 26 
7 18 
l 2 
38 97 
df = 8 
Baccalaureate 
Degree 
Nursing 
Students 
No. % 
1 2 
17 44 
8 21 
10 26 
2 5 
38 98 
p < .001 
98 
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progr-am appeared to be selected most by the dissatisfied associate degree 
student. Student ~hoice of program if financ~s and distance were not· 
considerations in the choice showed 93 per cent of the baccalaureate stu-
dents \AJould continue with present program. The favorite program selec-
tion fot all studentst as shown in Table XLII, was the baccalaureate 
degr·ee program. 
The students' career plans were assessed from three different 
approache.s. They were asked to indicate (l) the type of nursing activity 
they anticipated selecting for their first position; (2) the type of 
nursing activity they would choose if they co!Jld make their selection on 
· .. 
the basis of \'/hat appealed to them mostt regar·d'1ess of what their educa-
Honal program had prepared them to do, and (3.) the type. of nursing 
position which they hoped to have eventually. It is shown ·j n Tab 1 e XLI II 
tha·t 78 per cent of the student composite antl'ci"pated· that they wou·ld be-· 
gin their career·s as staff nurses in a general hosp·ita·l. Only 5 per cent 
of the. student composite anticipated immediate employment as head nurses 
in a hospital. Seven vocational nursing students arid four associate 
degree nursing students selected the head nurse position~ however, the 
baccalaureate degree student was the only student prepa,re:d accordlng to 
the program objectives for the immediate position a~s hea.dl nurse. 
When the students were asked to indicate the· type. of position which 
had the greatest appeal for them, regardless of their preparation, there · 
was a vari at·ion betwe~n the _reality of what they were prepared· to dcr;;iind"~~"'­
what they would like to do, as shown in Table XLIV. Hos.p.ital staff rwrse 
~Jas the choice of 34 per cent of the student compos·ite. Operating room 
t--
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105 
nursing was chosen by '19 per, cent of the studentcomrosite gi~oup. Six-
teen pet· cent of the student composite chose public health nursing as the 
_posit·ion with the most appeal. ·rhe sixteen oatcalaureate students had 
received preparat-ion for this field, but the t\'Jenty-six associate degree 
. nursing students~ and the eight vocational nurs·ing .students. to whom this 
fie'ld appeals had not recehted this pre~1aration. A discrepancy \'lfas shown 
bet\'Jeen what theit vocationa'l and associate degree nursing education pro-
gram was preparing them to do and what the students would like to:do. 
In Table XLV ar-e shown tJn~ students' responses to the question, 
i'~;Jhat type of nurs ·J ng pos iti ori would you like to have eventually? 11 • Obvi-
i: ously; many of these students did not want to rema·in at. the staff nurse 
l eve 1 . Hos pi ta:l' head nur.st~ was the choice by 24 pet cent of the st!Jdent 
composite, hospftal staff nurse {20 pot cent) and publ·ic hc~alth nurse 
· (15_per·cent) \¥ere them;xtchoices.·_ 
The students \1/ere asked the·i t p l a1is for further' education aftt!-~l~ the 
comp1f)tion of thtdr present prognn:':s and hnvi soon they plarmed to enroll. 
,IJ,s shown in Tal.fle. XLVI~ 73 per cent of the students ·in the student compo·~ 
site antiCipated contimring with some t,ype of formal education after 
graduat'i on. The types of <~ducat'J on<:d ptograms in which the students 
planned to enroH is shown in Table XLVII. Of the bacca"laureate student~ 
who anticipated further education~ ovc.-:r' one·~half ~ (63 per cent) Wffi'.e- plan·'" 
ning' to entollin a mast~ll''lS prcrgra.m vJith a major in nursing. Almost cme-
half of the associate degree students planning further education stated 
'intention of t:mr·o·lling in a bacc;;daureate progr-am vrith a ma.}or in nur·sing. 
Of the tota·! students indicating plans for further c::ducation~ 26 per cent 
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planned to enroll in a master's program with a major in nursing, 23 per 
cent indicated intention of enrollment in a baccalaureate degree nursing 
major, and 20 per cent _indicated plans to enroll in an associate degree 
nursing major program. 
As noted in Table XLVIII,. almost all (97 per cent) of the students 
planned to work fo 11 owing graduation. The students p 1 ans for further 
education are shown in Table XLIX. The data were treated with the chi 
squarri test, and in all three instances the distributions were not 
statistically different. This indicated that the interval prior to ex-
pe.cted enrollment in another educational program was not different among 
the three groups. 
'; The hypothes·is tested \'las that the students in the threl~ programs 
will ~differ ·in the·ir sub.ie;!ctive evaluation of the forces having the most 
infl~ence on the selection of nursing as an occupation and in the selection 
of the particular program. The hypothesis was not supported in the case of 
the forces having the most influence upon the students toward selection of 
nursing as an occupation. The hypothes·is was supported in the case of the 
students •- reasons for program choice. 
Information related to career choice is summarized by groups. Of the 
vocatinnal nursing students 83 per cent were satisfied with their career 
choice and 69 per cent were satisfied with their program choice. Over 
one-half of the dissatisfied students would choose the associate degree 
program if they had a second choice. The majority of vocational students 
(87 per cent) did not enter the nursing program immediately after 
high school, yet 77 per cent of these students had been in the associate 
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degree non-nursing c.urri.culum prior to entry ·fnto the. vocational nursing 
prog}·am. The' objectives -'Of the voc.q.tiona 1 nursing· program ar·e primarily 
·to prepare a. graduate to function-. at staff level nursing .. The majori-
ty·would choose this area for· their first employment. For eventual 
112 
employment, 40 per cent chose areas in advance of their preparation ac-
cording to their program objectives. This may be in keep·ing with the two-
thirds of this group that plan to enter the associ ate degree program. 
A1mdst one-half nf those planning to continue school plan to do so within 
one year. Almost all plan to work after graduation. 
Coiitinl.Jous upward mobility 'is seer.1 as a patte.rn for this group. A 
pf>ogression in ab'il Hy leading to advancement in educational programs is 
~~en to exist, rather than an in·itia'i incorrect program choice for tM 
. . . 
majority· of the vocational nursing students. 
The associate degree group had ·tht? largest number satisfted \'lith 
their career selection (93 per cent)' while 85 per cent 1.'/ete satisfied with 
their pro0ram chofce. Of the 14 per cent dissatisfiEd~ almost one-half 
would choose baccalaureate degtee nursing for the second time. Of the 
total group, if cost and distance were not a factor in choice, over one-
half\.;ou·ld choose a four or five year college prog~·am which seems to :indicate 
the comMunity conege is supplying a need for those wanting a nursing career 
but unab·le to leave the 11rea. Program objectives for the first position 
f()r this graduate are as a staff nur'sei. consequently three quarters of the 
...... 
- gro1,.1p chose t.h"is area .yet it only appeared to appeal to one-third of"tni{' 
group for eventual employment. Two;.. thirds of the total group plan to 
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continue school at the baccalaureate nursing level, and one-quarter plan 
to continue at the master degree level in nursing. Observing the satis-
faction wjth the program and future plans, this group has a smaller 
number of dissatisfied students than the vocational nursing group, yet 
also appears to show a continuing pattern of upward mobility. 
Of the baccalaureate degree nursing students, a smaller number 
are satisfied with their career choice (89 per cent) than with the 
program choice · (98 p~r centL this combined with cost and distance not· 
being a factor in career choice indicates interest in the baccalaureate 
level education as be·ing important.to this group. Employment is in keeping 
V>li th . the progran1 O'bject·i ves for the bacca 1 auroate degree nurse, as 83 per 
~ ~ent plan to begin as a staff nurse, yet eventual employment planned at 
this level is only 5 per cent. Ninety-six per cent p"lan to continue school, 
63 per cent at the masters level nursing program, wh.ich shows continued· 
upward mobility, Only one-third plan to continue school w-ithin one year of 
graduation indicating students may be following the recommendation that 
the nurse from the baccalaureate school receives the mosi meaningful graduate 
level experience following one year of employment in the nursing field. 
Hypothesis II I: Students in the three programs and community college 
counselors for these three progr'ams will not agree in their perception of 
program characteristics of the vocat-ional, assoc-iate degree, and bacca-
laureate degree nursing as defined by a nursing model in regard to ~ost, 
length of educational time, difficulty of prerequisite subjects, and dif-
fi cul ty of curY'i 1:u·1 um. 
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The .hypothesis is supported by the data, with a value which is sig-
nificant well beyond the .05 level of confidence. 
Statistical data were run by the Control Data Corporation (CDC) 
6400 computer at the University of California, Berkeley, California, by 
the Kruskal-!~allis H··test,. one-way analysis of var·iance by ranks. Since 
the Kruskal-Wallis H-test indicates that a d'ifference exists but does not 
distinguish where the difference ltes, post hoc comparisons based on a 
- ' I' 
chi square analogue of Scheffe's multiple comparisons were used to dis-
tinguish differences between groups. 6 
Items 4, 5, 13, 15, 19, 21, 22, 24~ 26, 31, 32 and 34 on "Comparing 
Vocations QuestJonnaire," comprise the hypothesis model. Ranks were 
assigned to each of the three questionnaire Y'esponses, with the correct 
response having the highest·,·ra.nking, and the intermed·iate response having 
the middle. ·ranldng, and the least appropr-iate response having the lowest 
ranking. 
The mean rank was obtained for each of the four groups, as shown 
in Table L. P (Chi square greater than H) == .00008 supported the hypothe-· 
sis that student bodies in the three programs and counse1ot·s t'lill not 
agree in their per~eption of characteristics of vocational nursing, asso-
ciate degree nursing, and baccalaureate degree nurs·ing related to a 
nurs·ing modt:!l in regard to cost, "length of educational time, difficulty 
of prerequisite subjects,. and d-ifficulty of curricu1um. 
... .. ,. 
-·---:::-':··· J .. ---.:.;::.· 
6W-illiam C. Guenther, Analysis of Variance (New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall~ Inc., 1964), p. 57. 
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Table LI shows the post hoc comparison of mean ranks for the four 
groups pertaining to perceptions of characteristics of nursing programs 
in relation to a nursing model. In relation to the model, the baccalaureate 
degree nur·sing students were significantly closer than either the voca-
tional nursing students, or the associate degree nursing students. The 
counselors were significantly closer to the model than the associate degree 
students. There was a lack of significance between the associate degree 
students and the vocational students, between the baccalaureate degree 
students and the counselors, and between the vocational students and the 
tounselbrs: This indicated that the baccalaureate students were more in 
agre~ment ~ith ·the stated characteristics of the nursing programs than the 
~ocational students 9 br the associate degree students. The vocational 
students and the associate degree students were not as knowl edgeab'l e about 
the nursing program charact~ristiGs. The counselor group was more know-
ledgeable than the associate degree students related to the model character-
istics of the nursing programs. 
Hypothesis IV: Students in the three programs and community college 
counselors for these three programs will not agree in their· per·eeption of 
the functions of the graduates of the vocational ,.associate degree, and 
baccalaureate degree nursing programs as defined by a model, in.regard to 
typ~~ .of nursing care given, principle location of the nu·rs·ing care rendered, 
level ofadministration by the nurse, eligibility for licensing, route 
for advancement and title used in referring to this graduate. 
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The hypothesis is supported by the data, with a value which is 
significant beyond the .05 level of confidence. Statistica'l data were. run 
by the Contro'l Data Corporation (CDC) 6400 computer at the Un·iversity of 
~-----"1 Californ-ia, Berkeley, California, by the Kruskal-Wan ·is H-test, with one-
---- ---- -- --~ 
=====~ 
-··-----------
'-; 
- - '1 
·------- -----
way analysis of variance by ranks. Schefee's post hoc comparisons were 
used to distinguish differences between g\~oups. 
Items 2, 6, 7, 9, '11~ 12, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30,33 
and 35 on 11 Comparing Vocations Questionnaire, .. comprise the hypothesis 
model. Ranks were assigned to each of the three questionnaire responses, 
with the correct response having the highest ranking:, the intermediate 
response having the middle ranking, and the least appropriate response 
·· havii1g the lowest ranking. Table LII shows the mean rank obtained for 
each of the four groups. P (Chi square greater than H) = .b0379 supported~ 
the hypothesis. 
Table LIII sho'IJS the post hoc comparisons of mean ranks for the 
four gtoups pe·rtainin-g to perception of functioning of graduates in re-
lation to a nursing model. A significant d-ifference was showh between the 
vocational students and the associate degree students~ with the associate 
~ degree students being closer to th~ model .. A significant difference was 
shown between the associ ate degree students and the counselors, with the 
-------- ---a 
a.ssociate degree students being closer to the model. There was a lack of 
s ·j gni fi cance between the bacca 1 aureate degree students and the vocational 
stude.nts, between the baccalaureate degree students and the associate"...;;;... '--=,~­
degree students, between the baccalaureate degree students and the counse 1 ors ~-
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and between the vocational students and the counselors. This indicated 
that the associate degree students perceived the functioning of 
nursing graduates more in relation to the established model than did the 
counselors or the vocational students. 
Items 1, 3, 8, 10, and 14 on the "Comparing Vocations Question-
naire," were of a subjective nature and had the purpose of obtaining an 
expression of favorableness of attitudes tovta}~d vocations for the voca-
tional, associate degree and baccalaureate degree nursing vocations. 
- ;J· Ranks were .assigned with the vocational nurse highest~ associate degree 
======-=-
-- ------ --- ---- - --- -- ~ 
nurse next, and the baccal~ureate degree nurse lowest in rank. The 
Friedman 'Ran·k Test was used as preliminary to preparation for the Kruskal,... 
Wallis H-test, v.Jith one-way analysis of var-iance by ranks. '~1ean ranks 
are shown in table LIV~ differences were not noted on questions other 
than Hem 14. The response: "involves the largest number of p1easant 
tasks;" was unanimously chosen by a 11 groups; counselors, vocational 
students, associate degree students, and baccalaureate degree students, 
·~ as being a phrase most true of the vocational nurse role. 
----------------a 
;] 
"-------~--- -·----------
_:_ __ ____: ________ :=;i 
'-' 
No s i gn·i fi ca.nt differences were found between the four groups, ·in 
the mean ranks of the subjective que~tionst as shown in Table LV. 
Interv·i ews 
The following presentation is made of data obtained from inter-
views. These interviews were used as a supplementar~ exploration of 
specific qUestions ·in depth, and also as an external criterion to aid. in 
...... 
··"'·~~':'";:.P"• ~ --::.:,.;• 
evaluating questionnaire validity. 
-----=-----=,.-, 
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TABLE LIV 
FRIED~1AN RANK TtST 1\'lEAN RANK ON FAVORABLENESS OF VOCATIONAL, 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE OR BACCALAUREATE DEGREE NURSING 
FOR ALL GROUPS 
=---=---:-==========:=== 
Itein 
No. 
-'--------------·-
1 Pro~ides the greatest amount 
-of persona·! satisfaction. 
3 Gives one the greatest amount 
of prestige. 
8 Requires the greatest amount 
of intelligence. 
10 -Is the most highly respected 
by the pub 1 i c. 
14 Involves the largest- number 
of pleasant tasks· 
Mean Rank 
2.52 
2.52 
2.52 
2.52 -
4.90 
122 
----------------------
P(Chi-square greater than CHIRSQ) = CHIRSQ = 607.53 df :: 4 
Rank correlation ratio = .673 p < .001 
----------.J.-... -~~----.. ·--------"'--·~·---·-··--------·------·--.. ---·------
--------------------~------------ ------------------------
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f~n analysis of data gathered in personal interviews was made. 
A total of forty--nine interviews was made with five counselors from each 
of the three community colleges, five vocational nursing students from 
each of thr~ three community colleges, five associate degree students from 
each of the three community colleges, and four nursing administrators of 
the vocational and associate degree programs in the three community colleges. 
After the obtaining of responses to the questions listed on the 
interview inventory, and prior to asking the respondent if there was 
anyth·ing he wanted to add, he was asked, 11 00 you feel you were able to 
answer the questionnaire you took in an honest manner? 11 This referred to 
the anonymous ques tionna·i re--e·i ther the student or counselor fonn--
previously completed by the respondent. A'll but one subject stated that 
honest answers had been given. This nne subject, a ~ounselor, stated: 
11 1 just wrote in something, like I do on all these questionnaires." 
Data obtained from personal interviews were coded intb the three 
categories· into which the responses tended to cluster: ~'ability 11 , 
"interest11 , and "investment 11 , 11Ability 11 included both meeting prerequisite 
program requirements and statements related to student self-confidence in 
their ability. 11 Interest 11 inc::'luded such responses as desire to wor·k closely 
with the patient, to supervise, function ai a public health nurse, achieve-
ment of greater financial gains, obtaining of prestige, and greater know-
ledge. 11 Tnvestment" encompassed responses related to the length of time, d·is-
· · tance to travel, and financial investment the student was either able or 
willing to give. 
- -;<; 
-------
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Each student was asked if she was in the nursing program of her 
choice and if not \'>'hat she would have preferred. Each was also asked 
about any intention to change programs. Ten vocational students, and ten 
associate degree students indicated that they were in the program of their 
choice, and five students from each ~f these programs would have initially 
preferred another program. Four of the vocational students stated they 
would have entered the associ ate degree program but 1 acked prerequisite 
courses, specifically chemistry and algebra. These four vocational 
students believed" the gain in knowledge and confidence obtained during the 
vocationalc.nursing program would aid them in entering and completing the 
associate degree nursing program. The other vocational studQnt mentioned~ 
fami1y and children responsibilitic-!s as preventing hei· entrdi~ce into a 
baccalaureate nursing program. Although ten vocational students talked at 
length of their great satisfaction at being a bedsid~ nurse, they also 
spoke of future plans to advance to the associate degree program to become 
supervisors wh·ich \'iould be positions away from the bedside of the patient. 
Five associate degree students who would have preferred a bacca~ 
·laureate degr·e,:: ptogram "indicated that distance, family responsibilities 
and the time involved prevented this progrrun choice. All but one of the 
f"lve associate stJJdents spoke of either planning or considering the idea 
of continuing their edutation • 
. Jn reply to the question 11 In your opinion, what is the reason a 
student chooses vocat'ional nm"·sing? 11 four vocational students said it was 
a lack of ability. Ten vocational students stated the reason was interest, 
and one indicated the shortet investment of time was the reason. To this 
-·--·•••••-•·-----·-·--·c- c----·-• . .-•c c-. .. -•-- •------•--c•c-• --- ·--------------------
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same question associ atf.! degree students and counselors were in agree-
ment in the following \<Jays. Ten associate degree students and ten 
counselors said lack of ability, three of each group said interest, and 
-···- ·~ tvvo of each group answered the time and. money investment caused the 
~_ ----. ----.--. ----~--~-
----------------- ---- -----
___ -- --------- ---------~ 
=====,. 
--- ----------- --- --
-----------------------------,--, 
vocational program to be more attractive. The ten counselors that 
at1Sv/er£~d lack of abnity specified that lack of confidence in attempting 
the prerequisite subjects requi t~ed for the associ ate degree program 
was a major factor. The nursing program administrators viewed lack 
of ability, and the lack of qtlalifications to enter the associate 
degree program as being the chief factors in choice of this program. 
All gr·oups appeared to vievJ the students• assessment of her capabilit"te~~ 
as the major factor as to whether she was capable of mastering a ,, 
certain curri cu'l um. 
For the question 11 In your opin·ion, what is the reason a student' 
chooses associate degree nursing .. , six vocational students said the stu-
M dent was 4nterested in·~eing a superv~sor, and iliine vocational students 
·==~='-' ~ 
=~~=~~.,~ 
·-------------=-~ 
--- ----- ___ , ___ -___ -=---~ 
:J 
said the choice was because it was the shortest time in which one could 
become a registered nurse. Five of the associate degree students indica-
ted inter·est in bei::g a r·eg·istered r~qtse. Ten said the short time 
invest@:~nt ~vas a major factoY' in cho·ice. Four counselors indicated the 
student had abi l i t.Y to pursue t!rl s program~ four counse 1 ors chose interest, 
and :;;~!VE:n said investment of a short time to become a l"eg.istered nurse was 
the chief reason for the ch(1ice, The four nursing administrators said the 
short t·ime investment was a majcr f3.ctor. 
\ 
-----------------------
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The groups were asked 11 In your opinion, what is the reason a stu-
dent chooses baccalaureate degree nursing? 11 One vocational student 
answered that the student has the ability, thirteen vocational students 
_____ ,~-_~~~ said to gain prestige, and one responded investment, indicating this would 
----- ------ --- - - - -
-~ 
:~-- ~=----- :_-:__-_ _:_::_:_-----:- _ _:_ ----~~ 
------------------ ---- ~i 
be a young student who had a lot of time and financial means. All fif-
teen associate degree students said the reason would be prestige. Six 
counselors answered that the student has ability to pursue higher educa-
tion~ while nine said this choice was because of the ~restige associated 
with a degree. ·Four of these counselors mentioned they could tell when a 
student entet'ed the office if she would be satisfied in vocational nursing 
or baccalaureate degree nursing by her appearance, and speech. The four· 
nursing administrators agteed the student wanted a career' and was more 
interested in academic achievement than work oriented. Overall, the 
majority viewed the pr-est·i ge of a baccalaureate degree as being the rnajo.r 
factor in this choice, \•rith a smaller number seeing ability as a factor. 
;~,. . ,l\11 groups appeared to· be responding more to the· educational level of the 
=~==~----= --- ~
==~~~~=" 
_____________ --:£:1 
-----~ 
genera·! academic program than to the specific nursing occupational program. 
Several of the vocational students a.nd assoc-iate degree students mentioned 
if they had a ch n d entering mn~s.ing that they would encourage her to obtain 
a b~ccalaureate degree. 
~~~Jhy does a student enter vocational nursing, then later enter the 
as5oc1ate degree nursing, rather than originally entering associate degree 
nursing? 11 \'JaS answered by all fifteen vocational students as being a gain 
·in confidence in their abi"lity after being successful ·in the vocational 
nursing program. Nine of the associate degree students agreed with this 
---------------------------------------------------
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statement. Tvm associate degree students and six counselors said interest 
~as the reason, that specifically the student continued on educationally 
to fulfill herself. Four associate degree students said interest in 
c1 ·increasing status was the reason. Nine counselors sa·id the vocational 
~~~--~--~~--~--~~---~-~~-~--~---~'" 
------------- ~ 
---------~ 
- ------- ----------------
--- ___ g 
--------
-
--- ------- ----- -- ---- ___ :::}. 
_-________ _::t_,j 
- -
- ------- ------:2 
. '' 
-----
nursing student entering associate degree nursing had gained confidence 
and gained in ability to achieve in the program. All foul~ nursing 
adm-inistrators said a gain in confidence, coupled with mor·e experience, 
led the student to believe she could be successful in the associate degree 
nursing pro.gram. 
11 Why does a student enter associate degree nursing, then later 
entet the ba-ccalaureate degree nursing, rather tha'J1'originally entering 
baccalaureate degree nur.sing? 11 was asked. Four vocationa·l students said 
that after completing the associate degree program the students would 
kno~J they had the ability for the bacca1 aureate degref:! program~ The othet 
responses were in the area of interest: four said to gain pr·estige, three 
s·aid to make more money, and four said for purposes of self-fulfillment. 
Ten associate degree students answered that the student gains confidence 
in her abi1Hy~ likes the nursing field, and wants to go on. Four assoc-
iate degree stL,dents responded that an interest in pub'lic health nursing 
~·Jas the reason, and one sa.id to make more money. Si:x counselors responded 
that the student learned of other fields after she was in the nursing 
program, six said to.develop her potential~ one said the student learned 
. .that she had made a mistake, and two sa·id they could make this financial 
........ 
. ......... -- ;p·.. ' , .. :" ~;;'-
investment after they had worked a while. One of the nursing adminislra-
·tors said the student possibly had been rejected initial"ly by the bacca-· 
laureate pr~gram, and was ·now attempting to ·enter her area of initial 
__ -:____- -__:__ ____ ___:_ _ _:::---=--- ::___~ 
======~ 
--------:--
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choice, two .said that .the student .may not initially have known of other 
fields for which the baccalauteate degree was a requirement. The other 
nursing adm·inistrator said the chief reason was the financial investment. 
and either after working awhile, or by having the registered nurse title, 
the student was eligible for loans which would allow a continuation of 
her education. 
The interviews were surprising in that almost every subject dis-
cussed the students' appraisal of her own confidence, or lack of confi-
dence, as being a chief fa.ctor in program selection, or in advancement to 
another program. 
The nur·sing administrators were interviewed to secure information 
about recruitment and selection of students. A recruitment need was not f 
- seen to exist at.any of the three community colleges, as each administrator';' 
stated there was a long waiting list of applicants. The high ~chool 
counselor was not seen as helping with recruitment, however, he was fur-
nished information from the colleges about the nursing programs. At all 
of the colleges the counseljng department referr~d students to the 
nursing departments for· career information, however, at one of the colleges 
a specific counse"lor 1t1as ass·igned to interview prospective applicants, and 
counsel nursing students. An colleges had an Admissions Committee for 
each program that participated in final stud~nt se'lection. 
Intervi.ew results showed the respondents gave honest answers to.' 
the questionnaires prev·iously given, w'ith one exception. Responses ob-
tained on career choice appeared to cluster ·into the three areas of 
11 abil'ity", 11 interest'1 and "investment 11 • Individual students. spoke of 
- -----~~------·-----·------- ----~ --·------------
--------------
------------- ----------------
- -::____ __ ::....::-- _: ________ -~-- ---- -- -~ 
--
---------------- ----- ---- ~)· 
---------=-=----------=3 
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--------------'-------------~ 
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future plans to progress upward in the, nursing education field. Ment~ion 
was not made that the vocational and associate degr.ee nursing programs 
Mere termina·l. Most frequent discussion about upward mobility revolved 
around the students' feeling of confidence in her ability. 
SUMl•1ARY 
This chapter has presented data analyzed using non-parametric 
techniques obtained from three instruments: student questionnaire, 
counselor questionnaire, and Comparing Vocations Questionnaire. Inter-
view s.chedu.l e .res.ults. were di sc.ussed. 
The hypotheses v1ere tested for differences among the students ·in ·;; 
the three programs in age~ educat·ional- 'level of the father, fami"ly income-:!, :.z: 
standing in high school gradua~ng class, in th~ forces haVing the 
\ 
most influence toward.selecting nursing as an occup~tion, and in· reasons 
for pr·ogram ·choice. A chi square comparison v~as made suppor'ting all 
the hypotheses with the exception of those forces having the most i nfl u-
ence upon the students 1 selection of nursing as an occupation. 
In analyzing the data obtained with the Comparing Vocations 
Questionna1re 9 the researcher, with the aid of the Control Data Corpora-
tion Computer, considered the data by the one way analysis of variance 
I 
design, and the Scheffe multip'le post hoc comparisons. Differences wel·e 
di sti.ngui shable between the groups and tJie· mode'! pertaining to perception 
of cha·,..act~:ri sUes of the nursing ptograms,. \'lith the baccalaureate degree 
students closer to the model than the vocational students and, associate, 
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-degree students. The counselor groupwas closer to the model than 
the associate degree students. Perceptions of all the groups in relation 
to amodel of the functioning of program graduates were obtained.The 
associate degree students were closer to a model than the counselor group 
and the vocationa·l student group. Subjective questions related to 
favorableness of vocational nursing, associate degr·ee nursing, and 
baccalaureate degree nursing showed only one statistically important 
finding: all fourparticipating groups choose the response that-vocation-
al nursing was the vocation involving the greatest number of pleasant 
tasks. 
Also presented in this chapter, according to.frequency of response, 
were data obtained by the interview -method. -The findings were supple-
mental, with the major finding being the degree to \vhich the students· ... 
feeling of co~fidence affected her career choice. ·career choice appeared 
not to be related to the nurs·ing field as an entity, but to the educa-
tional level of vocational-or professional pt·eparat"ion. 
The 1 ast chapter of this report will present the summary,, and 
conclus,ions based upon the investigation. Also presented will be the 
recommendations for further reseal~ch in the areas related to this 
resear·ch. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY~ CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of the following section of this report is to present 
a condensed statement of the problem followed by the conclusion, and 
recommendations for further study~ 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem under investigatfon in this study was to detennine 
whether (1) c.:ommunity college counselors, (2) vocational nursing students, 
(3) associate degree nursing students, and (4) baccalaureate degree 
nursing students differ in their per·ceptions of (a) :·easons for student 
selection of nurs·ing and for choice of d·lfferent prog1"ams, and ·(b) v!hethel?'_ 
the above groups differ in perception of functioning of the graduates of-
different programs, as related to (c) a model of these positions. 
~ Methodology 
___________ bj 
- --- --------------. -- ·- ·- . __ :j 
:=J 
~~---- ----- ---=----==--.: __ -- ~ 
------- _:_ ___ -_ ---- __ o==J 
'-j 
;_j 
Th·is study compared the pE:~rceptions of four groups; counse·lors, 
associate degree nursing students, and vocational nursing students in 
three r·andomly selected community colleges and baccalaureate degree nurs-
ing students in two randomly selected universit·ies, as defined by a model. 
Statistical measures were made and the hypotheses that any differences 
, betweetf the n1~asures for the groups caul d arise by chance was tested. The 
. :-·\·.· 
basic· data used in the study vien~ collectr.d by administering questionnaires 
to ea.ch subject. In additio'1) interview data f1··om counselors, students, 
and adrni ni strators of nursing programs~ to determine influences effecting 
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the s;tudents• vocational prog-ram choice were e'licfted. The respondents 
in each major category -~lumbered counselors, thirty-eight; vocational 
students, ninety-nine; associate degree students, one hundred and thirty 
two; and baccalaur·eate degree nursing students~ seventy-s·ix. 
To prove the stated hypotheses~ a model was constructed of the 
character·istics of the different nm·sing programs and a. model made of 
the different nursing functions in accordance with the stated position of 
the American Nursing Assoc-iat-ion, and the California Leaque for Nursing. 
Thi~ analog model was constructed from these nursing organizational 
statements and from 1 egal standards, describing the differences in ed- · 
ucational programs, as well a.s the proposed functioning upon graduation::· 
of the vocational nursing~ associate degree nwrsing~ and baccalaureate ~ 
degree nursing graduate. 
The cun·ent study has answer·ed certain ques.tions about percept'ion 
of four groups in student selection of nursing programs and .choice and 
functioning of program graduates as related to a nursing model. The 
perception of community college counselors, vocational nursing studentsg 
associate degree nursing students u.nd baccalaureate degree nursing students, 
were diff(irent, as related to a nursing model. Career choice ·information 
does not appear completely clear to students and counselors. To expedite 
student selection of cal'eers, more systemat-ic methods of disseminating c'lear 
and comprehensive information to those.working with prospective students of 
nursing is indicated. 
Various conclusions and recommendations were- drawn from this study 
·in terms relative to the hypotheses and limitations stated in Chapter I 
nf this report. 
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·II.- CONCLUSIONS 
The following are the conclusions from this study related to each 
hypothesis of this study: 
1. Students in the three programs will differ in age, educational 
level of father, family income, and standing in ~igh school graduating class. 
The data from this study clearly support thi.s hypothesis, the chi 
square values are si gnfficant beyond the .05. leve·L The vocational 
nursing student body w·as the older group. The baccalaureate group was the 
younger, wh·ile the associate degree group was closer in age to that of 
the vocational student group. The vocational stude·nt group had fathers." 
with the "least amount of education. Furthermore one-third of this grou~ 
had family incomes of less than $6,000 annual1y. $"lightly over one- 1 
half of the bacca·laureate degree group also had fa.thers who had completed· 
co11 ege ~~ and tlli s group had the greatest percentage with highet~ family 
income. The associate degree group appeared: to be the most heteroge-
neous, ranging from higher educational levels for the fathers to those 
with the lowest levels. This tange was seen in high school graduating 
class rank as forty per cent of the graduates, were in the top quarter, 
. and 9 per cent '.vere ·in the bottom quarter. The baccalaureate group 
did not have any students l-isted in the bottom quarter of the high school 
graduating class.· The vocat·ional student g.roup1.had some .non-high school 
graduates,, This group a 1 so had the 1 argest numbHr of students tha."k;;;,, . -'""'' 
had been tn the bottom h~lf of their high school graduating class. 
2. Students in the three programs will diffet" in their subjec-
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tive evaluation of the forces having the most influence on the selection 
' 
of nursing as ,an occupation, and in the selection of the particular pro-
gram. 
The hypothesis was not supported in. the case of the forces having 
the most influ~nce upon the students toward selection of nursing as an 
occupation. Counselors viewed the high school and college counselors as 
being a more important influence upon the student's career choice than 
did the students, who viewed the counselor's influence as minimal. Majof 
influence upon her in her choice of nursing as a career t~as identified 
by the majority of the students as being her own decision. 
The hypothesis was supported in the case of the students' reasons' 
for program choice with tr~atment. of the data by the chi square test in 
which values were s~gnificant above the ~05 level. From five responses 
listed -as reasons for program choice, the students were asked. to rate -
influences as first, second and third in ·importance in selecting the type 
of program in wh·ich they were presently em"iJlled. Ea.d1 individual could 
choose one of the:-, five· responses one time only. The vocational students 
chose, in rank o1~det ff,om rriost•>to least the three reasons for program 
choi c:e __ (1} litype of progt~n; best prepar·es me for· what I \IJant to do, 11 (2) 
11 cosfg~ j)rograrn best suited my financial resources,n and (3) 11 I could 
meet the admission requirements. 11 The associate degree students ranked 
the three reasons fr·om most to least important as, (1) ~~-cost of program 
best su-ited my financial resources, 11 (2) 11 type of program \llhich beS::t;.- >-·-~-·­
prepares me for ~1/hat I want to do, 11 and (3) 11 cost of program best suited 
my financial resources, 11 The baccalaureate degree. students ranked the 
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three reasons according to fi y·st, second and third choice as {1) 11 type of 
program best prepares me for what I want to do, 11 {2) 11 0pportunity for a 
coil ege ex peri e11ce, 11 and ( 3) 11 opportuni ty to eal~n con ege credit. 11 
The baccalaureate degr~e student appeared mor·e interested in the 
college opportunity than did the vocational student or the associ ate degree 
student. The vocational student seemed concerned with meeting the adrrrission 
requ·i rements and the cost of the' program, whi'l e the associ ate degree student 
was concerned wHh the' program cost. The vocatioria1 student and the bacc-
alaureate degree student both had as their first concern the program objective 
in accordance with what they wanted to do. Data obtained by the interview 
method ·j ndi cated to what degree the subject's confidence affected career; 
choice. Career choice appeared not to be related to the nursing field as: 
an entity, but to thE;! level of vocationa·l ot~ career p.reparation. An example· 
wou·l d be the associ ate degree student l·imHed by d·i stance, cost, or fami:ly 
tespcns·ibi"!it·ies from obtaining the baccalaureate degree. 
Students and community coHege counselor? ·in the three programs 
w·lll not .;.gt·ee in their perceptions of characteristics of nursing programs 
related to a nursing model in ~egard to cost~ length of educational time~ 
cl·ifficulty of prerequisite subj2cts and difficulty of curriculum. 
This statement is supported by the data which showed that these 
differences Here s·ignificant beyond the .05 level. In relation to 
the model~ the baccalaureate degree nursinq students were significantly 
closer than the-associate degr'ee sttJdents or the vocat·ional student$_;_::--qnd,_,.;o,. 
the counselors .closer than the associate degree students. There,.·was a lack of 
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significance between the assoC'iate degree students and the vocational 
students. No significant difference was found between the baccalaureate 
. degree students and the counselors, or between the vocational students 
and the counselors. The baccalaureate degree students were more in 
agreement with the stated characteristics of the three nursing programs 
than the vocational students and the associate degree students. The 
counselor group was more knowledgeable than the associate degree 
students about the characteristics of the three nursing programs. 
4. Students and cornmurrit.y college counselors in the three 
programs wil'l not agree in their perceptions of the functions of 
the graduates of nursing programs related to a nursing model~ in regard 
to type of nursinq,care rendered, principle locat·ion.of the nursing care 
. . 
given~ level of a~mini.~tr,~:-[ion by the nurse, eligibility for 'licensing, 
route for advanpe~e~t~ a~d:~itle used in referring to this graduate. 
'' 
The statement .is suppotted .by thP- data, v-1hich showed that these 
differences were signific-p.nt beyond the~ .05 level. A significant difference 
.' .. ;_ 
was shown between the vocat:ional students and associate degree students:~ 
with the assaci~te degree st~dents being closer to the model. A signi-
ficant difference vias shown between the associate degree students and the 
cour1_selors, 'JJith the associate degree students being closer to the modeL 
There was a lack of significance between the ba~calaureate degree students 
and the associate degree students, between the baccalaureate deg~ee students 
.and the counselors~ and be'b11een the vocational students and the counselors. 
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The associate degt~ee. students perceived the funct·ioning of the nur·sing 
·graduate more in relation to the established American Nur·s·ing Assoc-iation 
and Californ-ia League for Nursing pos'ition, than did the counselors or 
the vocational students. 
II I. RECOf~MENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Recommendations for further action on the basis of this study 
are as follows: 
("I) Study the va 1 ue of different orientation approaches concerning 
the chal~acteri:stics of nursing programs and the role of the graduates of 
___________ ----=· the .di.fferent nur·s·ing programs. 
---- - - - - --
' 
------------ ---- -- -.----i 
i:-j 
i-J 
------- ---~ 
:..1 
{2) Study of existing types of information about the di.fferent 
nursing programs being d-isseminated to prospective students and counselors;~; 
particularly within the commurrity college. 
(3} Favorable consideration should be given by nursing educators 
to methods of providing within nursing education programs a continuum 
more conducive to efficient upwa.rd mobi"l ity. 
{4) Study should be made of the degree of self-confidence expressed 
by the student, and its re1at·ionship to her mn~sing program selection. 
(5) Determine if greater dissemination of nursing program information 
would aid the community col'lege counselor, or if his need for nursing 
informatiqn is .no greater than for any other occupational field. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
January 23, '1970 
Dear Miss 
This is a busy ti~e of the year, and you are probably knee-deep 
in work. However, would you please fill out the enclosed questionnaire 
pertaining to the vocational roles of .l~-~ls _of_ D~l.:.~~s. Preliminary 
studies have shown that it takes les~ j:han !~-~_!1jy !!!_i_I}Lites. to fill it 
out effectively. A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. 
The purpose of the study is to obtain perceptions as related to 
the American Nursing Associations • position on nurs i·ng education from 
students and counselors in various college level institutions; whi~h 
might provide guidelines for helping make this determination about 
levels, and also lead to action. 
This study is being conducted under the direction of Dr. M. 
Dale Arvey, Dr. Cedric W. Dempsey, Dr. W. Preston Gleason, Dean \,1, f~arc 
Jantzen, and Dr. He'imut H. Riemer, of the University of the Pacific. 
All of the other groups that were randomly selected are having 
these questionnaires administered in a classroom group or staff meetinga 
and full response wil'l be obtained. I plead vtith you to participate 
1n order that complete class response related to the position paper is 
obtained. As an alumni of the University of California Medical Center; 
I believe your re~gnse_ related to _!;h~ _Rosition Q~per_li_ vit~. I 
would be most pleased if you would fill out and return the questionnaire 
immediately following this reading. 
Thank you very much. 
MP/bc 
Encl.: 1 
Very sincerely, 
MARCY PAYNE, R.N. 
Instructor, Health Sciences 
San Joaquin Delta College 
Stockton, California 95207 
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APPENDIX B 
fOLLOW-UP LETTER TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Februar·y 12, 1970 
Dear Miss 
Recently I sent you a questionnaire concerning your perception of 
the roles of levels of nursing. Your qu~stionnaire has not yet been 
· returned, perhaps due to some error or overs i gh it was overlooked. 
I am particularly anxious to obtain a sufficient percentage of 
response from your c 1 ass at the University of -Ca 1 iforni a Medica 1 Centet~. 
As future- leaders in nursing, ch·iefly responsible for establishing policy 
in nursing fields, your perception of the o~cupational differences in 
roles is extremely important~ and I would like a significant numb~r of 
returns to show your percept·ion, The other ten groups surveyed have-: 
returned all questionnaires. 
If you could complete your questionnaire and drop it in the mail 
to me, I would be grateful. If by any chRnce, you have m-isplaced the 
questionnaire and need another, will you please so indicate on the margin 
of this letter and send it back ·to me. If you do not \'li sh to fi-11. out 
the questionnaire, will you please mention this on the bottom·of this 
letter and mail it back to me. 
Return to: 
Miss Marcy Payne 
Research Project 
2108 Lucille Avenue 
Stockton, .California, 95207 
Sincerely, 
MARCY PAYNE 
Instructor, Health Sciences Division 
San Joaquiri Oelta College 
Stockton~ California · 
- ~-
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INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT 
,1\DMINISTRATOR OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOOL_ OF NURSING 
I. STUDENT CHOICE: 
Ti1Chiefreason student chooses Vocational Nursing: 
---
(2) Chief reason student cho.oses Associate Degree Nursing: 
(3) Chief reason student chooses Baccalaureate Degree Nursing: ___ • 
(4) The reason a VN enters ADN program instead of entering the ADN 
program initially 
(5) The reason an ,1\DN enters BON program instead of enfering the BON 
program initially 
----------------
II. COUNSEL1NG PRACTICES AT THIS SCHOOL: 
fiTCotinse ling department: 
III. 
(2) Nursing department: 
RECRUITI~ENT POLICIES: 
mr.s--th et:;e--aneed? 
VN: 
VN: 
ADN: BON: 
ADN: BON: 
(2) If so, how? Literature, lectures, hospital visits, career days 
(3) Is this by request , or .is initiat·ive taken by college ___ . 
(4) How much does the hig-h school counselor help w'ith recruitment? Hov1? 
VN: 
ADN: 
IV. SELECTION PROCEDURES: 
For the past class entering, estimate by percenta9es. 
(l) Number of inquiries received concerning entrance: 
(2) Number of official applications: 
(3) Number of applicants accepted by school: 
(4) Number of applicants rejected by school: 
(5) Reasons for rejection by category: 
(a) Academic:. 
(b) Health: 
(c) 11 Personal ity? 11 
(d) Other: 
VN: ADN: 
VN: ADN: 
VN: ADN! 
VN: ADN: 
VN: ADN: 
VN: AD.N·-. . ~·. 
VN: ADN: 
VN: ADN: 
------ ---------- -----~--------------=-----------------~-- ---------------·-·-·-· 
.J -:-..:..:.::" 
---------------------- --~ 
-----------~ 
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(6) To whom does the applicant apply at this college? VN: 
ADN: 
(7) Who consi~ers the application: VN: 
ADN: 
(8) If there is an admissions committee, number of members and titles 
VN: 
ADN: 
Is the Director of Nursing on this Committee ? Does she have 
veto power ? vJho is most closely involved with interviewing 
and selection- ? 
Is a meeting held to-·selecf"all applicants or for those cases 
where lack of agreement exists? --
Vo CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF APPLICANTS: 
-----------------
- - - - - -~ 
======01 
-------;....l 
- ----- -- - - - ~ 
1T)J\re- there certain characTeristics such as: ·(a) academic performance, 
(b) health, and (c) 11 personality 11 ? 
(a) A~a~l_~!!!.iuerformance: Apart from legal minimal standards are 
there others? 
What criteria for rejection? 
VN: 
ADN: 
(b) Health: What criteria for rejection? 
VN:-
ADN: 
(c) 11 Personality 11 : What criteria for rejection'? 
·VN: ____ -
ADN: 
==---=--==--=-__c::=--=-=i:i VI. RESULTS OF SELECTION PROCEDURES: 
~-1 
~ 
------~
_. ·_ .._. ---------~ VI I o 
• •n•i 
:::0 
-- ---- -- --
~ 
Tn-·Nur1·iberof--;.1pplicarils-rejecfed in relation to those admitted. 
VN: 
AON:-
( 2) Number of a pp l i cants admitted be 1 ow the established s ta nda rds o (identify 
VN: criteria that applicant is below). 
ADN: 
OPINIONS BY DIRECTORS 
TTrTr1-·~your_o.l)in-ion-does the nursing profession feel a need for ra·1s1ng 
standards of admission, or of lowering standards of admission? 
VN: 
ADN: 
--- ----------
--·----·--
--------------------
- - - - - -~ 
------~ 
---
-
:·; 
- - - - - - - - _:0 
----------
., 
------------------r:...... 
--
-- ---- -- - -- -- ---- - -
--- 'E! 
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(2) Are there any expected actions by this school related to either 
~aising or loweri.ng admission standards? 
VN: 
ADN: 
(3) To give an overall evaluation of the quality of the students who · 
were admitted to this school under the existing selection procedure 
would you indicate the proportion of students who have been accep-
ted who the director wishes had not been accepted based upon their· 
subsequence performance in this school {estimate percentage of 
tota 1). · 
VN: 
ADN: 
··------·-------~--·--·----
', 
----------
--,.--o 
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COUNSELOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
l. Identification Number 
--rreave blank) 
2. Name of College 
3. Presently counseling: 
4. Sex: A Male 
B---Female 
{Leave bi ank) 
A Full-time 
8-·---Part-time 
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MOST OF. THE QUESTIONS CAN BE ANSWERED BY MAKING AN ENTRY IN THE APPRO-
PRIATE SPACE. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY. 
·-----··-----------------------
5. Into which of the following age groups do you fall? 
A 20 to 30 
B 31 to 40 
c· 41 or older. 
For questions 6 up to 20, in your judgment, the most influential factor 
in stude~t choice 6f these occupations as a career was: (Place an A in front 
of the category indicating the most influence, a B in front of the category," 
second in ·inf"luence and a C in front of the categot'y third in influence.) ~.~ 
Choice of VOCATIONAL NURSING: 
6 ..... ______ Close family membets 
7. High school counselor 
8. Friends who are nurses or nursing students 
·9. -,---,-·-·--·---Community college counsel or 
10.~=--=--~-= Other which is not 1 is ted 
Choice of ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING: 
11. Close family members 
12. ---·--..----·-. l-li gh schoo 1 counse 1 or 
13. ===~==---·Friends who are nurses or nursing students 
"14. Community college counselor · 
15. ____ . __ ·:· .. Other which is not listed 
Choice of BACCALAUREATE DEGREE NURSING: 
16. Close family members 
17 .--·------High school counselor 
18. ________ _:::-_ _Friends who are nurses or nursing students 
19._-' _______ Community college counse'Jor 
20._. __________ 0thel' wh·ich is not listed 
--·-·--~ 
'-' 
------------'---' ----=;;;;;~ 
--- -----~j 
~~-~=--:::;::::::::::;;:::; 
--~ 
--------------------~---- ---~ 
--- ·-- --- --- --~ 
-· -- - ; 
--- - - ----------- ---9 
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Of .these factors., in your judgment, what three reasons were most impor-
tant in the selection of the occupational program (i.e. vocational 
nursing, associate degree nursing, or transfer baccalaureate program in 
nurs:ing) in which these students are now enrolled. (Please mark A before 
the reason most important, Mark B before the reason second in importance, 
and mark C before the reason third in importance. 
STUDENTS IN VOCATIONAL NURSING PROGRAM: 
21. Cost of program best suited student~s financial resources. 
22.----Type of program which best prepares student for what she 
wanted to do. · 
23. _____ ~_0pportunity for a college experience. 
24. _________ Opportunity to earn credit toward a college degr·ee or 
certificate. 
25. ______ Student could meet the admission requirements. 
STUDENTS IN ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM: 
26. Cost of program bast suited student's financial resources. 
27 .-----Type of program which best prepares student for what she 
·-. -wanted to do. - · 
28. _______ Opportunity for a college experience .. 
29. Opportunity to earn credH toward a college degree or 
--·----cert ifi ca tf.:. 
30, Student could meet the admission requirements. 
STUDENTS IN BJ\CCAU\UREATE DEGREE NURSING PROGRAM: 
31. Cost of program best suited student's financial resources. 
32.=--==- Type of program vJhich best prepares student for what she 
wanted to do. 
33. Opportun-ity for a co l1ege experience. 
34.------0pportunity to earn credit toward a college degree or 
----certificate. 
35. _______ Student could meet the admission requirements. 
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Identification Number • 
{Leave blank)-
2. Name of College . {leave blank,----
3. Program in Nursing: A Associate Degree Nursing 
B _ Vocational Nursing 
C-----Baccalaureate Degree Nursing 
4, Semester in this Schoor:---·-
A First 
8-----Second 
c-------Third 
D Fourth 
E More than fourth 
5. Sex: A Male 
B Female 
----
This is not a test and there are no right or wrong answers. The questions 
can be .ansv/ered by making a mark in the appropriate space. Please follow , 
the instructions and answer all guestions to the best of your ability. 
All information on indTviduaiSwiT'fbeti--eld in strict confidence and will 
in no way influence your standing or your progress in your school. 
-------- .... ----- --·---------··-_ .... ------- .... ---_ _, ______ ..., ____ , __ ... ____ -·----------------- ~-' 
6. What are the numbet' of hours pet; week you work for se 1 f-support? 
A 16 hours or less 
B-----l6 to 30 
c ______ _30 hours or more 
7. lnto .. wh.ich of the.following age groups do you fall? 
A 29 or under 
B-------39 or under 
C 49 or under 
0-----. 50 and above 
8. What is your race: 
A Negro B---------wh i te 
C---------Ori enta 1 
0-----Mexi can-American 
E-------Other 
9-. Hhat is your marital status? 
A Sing·le 
B-----r~a rr i ed 
c===·---Di vorced, separated or widowed 
....... 
-·-------::-.;:.._--· _ _.· -~-::.:.;.;.h 
--- --- - -- - - --
------- ---------~ 
----------
' ·~ 
- j 
9 
--- -:d 
10. Do you have thildren: 
A Yes 
B No 
11. Number of childt"en: 
A None 
B---one 
c Two 
D Three 
E---. ----Four or· more 
12. Are you a high school graduate? 
A Yes 
B __ . __ No 
13. What was the last grade you completed? 
A 8th grade or less 
a·· --9th 
C lOth 0------,, th 
E-----comp l eted 12th gtade 
14. Wh-ich one of these phrases most nearly descdbes the school from 
which you graduated? 
A Large public school (1,000 and more students) 
B--··---·-·small pub:lic school (fevJer than 1,000 students) 
C-------Pr·ivate school 
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15. To the best of your knowledge, what was your academic rank in your 
high school graduating class? 
A · Top quarter 
s·-~..,---. --Top ha 1 f 
c·-----Bottorn ha 1 f 
-·---~·-·--
1_6. 1~hich of th~-: fo'lloW'ing courses or iH'eas of study did you enjoy the 
most in high school1 
17. 
A Science courses 
s·-·---·-·---·Mathemr.1 tics courses 
C----·----. -Eng'! ish COU\'Ses 
0---·-----Phys i ca 1 education cour-ses 
E--------·-·-others which are not l"i s ted 
Did you enter this school of nursing directly after graduation from schdol? 
A Yes B ---------No. 
-~-- .. -· ..... ·--~ 
18. If the anst·Jer is NO d·id you attend one of the following types of schools 
between high school graduat·ion and enrollment in th·is school of nursing? 
A ________ V.ocati on a l nursing progr·am 
--- -- ------ --- - --- -----
--~ 
---
----o=--~---=--~---=---,"=,--=-_:;:::::::;;:::; 
------
-----
--------= 
=-- - ~ - -- - -; 
-~ 
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B Hospital (diploma) nursing program 
C Junior college (Associate degree) nursing program 
0-----Juni or college non-nursing program 
E Have not attended any type of school between high school 
and present program. 
19. If you earried a certificate, or degree, what was it7 
A Vocational Nursing credential 
B ____ Associ ate in Arts Degree 
C Baccalaureate Degree 
D Did not receive a credential or degree 
20. How much formal education did your father have? 
-A 8th grade or less 
B 12th grade or less 
C technical school 
D some college 
, E----~-fi ni shed college 
21. What is the approx-imate net income of your immediate family? (Your 
parents if you are not married; you and your husband if you are 
married?) 
A Less than $6,000 
B $7,000 to $10,000 
c-· --$"11 ,ooo to $'15,000 
D over $15,000 
E----D on • t know 
If you have any close relatives (immediate family, grandparents, aunts, 
uncles or first cousins) ·in the following occupatjons please specify 
occupation(s). (Check as many as apply) .. 
22. Nursing (Registered) 
23.·-----Nurs i ng (Vocational) 
24.---- Nurses Aide 
25 .-----Medicine 
26. Associated Medical or dental services, such as {X-ray, 
-------· 1aboratory technicians) 
27. At what age did you definite}1 decide to study nursing? 
28. 
A In grammar· school 
B In adolescence 
C Between ages 18 and 21 
D _____ Age 21 or after · 
Before deciding on your present career choice did you 
consider any other occupation? 
.8. Yes B-· ---No 
-----
ever seriously 
------------
- --- ----- - - -~ 
- - --
-- ~ 
n 
.t1 
·······= .. \il 
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29. If the asnwer .is Yes, which one of the fo 11 owing occupations waul d 
have been your f·i rs t choice? 
A Vocational nursing 
B · Associate Degree nursing 
C----Baccalaureate degree nursing 
D . Teaching · 
E -Associated Medical or dental services, such as (X-ray~ 
laboratory technicians) 
Who or what was the most influential in your choice of nursing as a 
car·eer? (Place an A in front of the category indicating the most 
influence, a B in front of the category second in influence and a 
C in front of the category third in influence.) 
30. Close family members 
31. ___ H·igh school counselor 
32 ·---'--~Friends who are nurses or nursing students 
33. Community college counselor 
34. Own decision 
35. Did you receive specific help in making your career choice from a 
high school counselor? 
A Yes 
B---No 
36. Did you receive specific help in making your career choice from a 
college counselor? 
A Yes 
B No 
How important were the following reasons in your selection of nurs,ing as 
your career choice? 
Mark either A, B, C or D on line 29, 30, 31 or 32: 
Mark A if not important 
Mark B if only slightly important 
Mark C if important 
Mark D if extremely important 
37. General interest in and liking for pebple 
38.------interest in the medical field 
39.-------worthy use of one•s life · 
40. ___ · --=·interest in keeping people well 
41. Are you presently satisfied with your vocational 
A not satisfied 
8-----s 1 i ghtly sa ti sfi ed 
c----·-sa t i sfi ed 
D==··-·-:=_ __ extremely well satisfied 
choice? 
.. ------·----~ --· I 
~~~~~~'-' 
=====A 
;_ ~ 
---------------~ 
·····I 
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42. If the asnwer to the above question was not satisfied, or slightly 
satisfied, do you plan to: 
A Continue with your present program 
B Drop out of school entirely 
C. Transfer to a different school 
D -Transfer to another program in your own school 
What three reasons wer~ most important in the selection of the occupa- · 
tional program (VN, ADN, BON) in which you are enrolled? (Place an A 
in front of the category indicating the most important, a B in front 
of the category second in importance and a C in front of the category 
third in importance.) 
43. Cost of program best suited my financial resources 
44. . Type of program which best prepares me for what I want to do 
4-5.---_ Opportunity for a college experience 
46. Opportunity to earn credit tm~Jard· a college degree or certificate 
47. I could meet the admission requirements 
48. If you had to choose over again would you still pick the type of 
program and school you are now in? 
A Yes 
B---No 
----
49. If the ansv1er is No which one type would you choose? 
A Vocation-a·l nursing ptogram 
. B=--=---===Associate Degree program in nursing 
C · ___ Diploma (Hospital) Nur·sing program 
0 Baccalaureate (Four year program) in a state college 
E Baccalaureate (Five year program) in a university school 
---- . 
50. If money and 'location of the program were not important, which of the 
following would you choose? 
A Vocational nursing program 
s=-_ __ --~-=~----=Associate Degree program in nursing 
C Diploma (hospital) Nursing program 
0---·----. Baccalaureate (Four _year program) in a state college 
E-.. ------=:Baccalaureate (Five Year program) ·in a university school 
51. Do you plan to work as a nurse following graduation from your present 
program? 
A Yes 8-------No· 
52. If you plan to work, which type of nursing activity do you now think 
you will select for your fir~J position after graduation? 
A Staff nursing in a general hospital 
8---·----Private duty nursing 
C--------Nur·s i ng in a hospi ta 1 for the mentally i 11 , 
· ~ ~ursing in a nursing home (geriatric patients) E==- Head nurse in a hospital 
·----' - - - ---- ------
-------
-----~-- ~ 
=====-
-------------~ 
--
--- -- - -
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If you could select the type of nursing activity that ~ls to·y_ou most 
for your first position after graduation, regardless of your educational 
preparation, which one of the following would you choose? (Consider 53 and 
54 as one question)--. --
A Staff nurse in a general hospital 
B----Private duty nursing 
C Office nursing (doctor's office) 
0~---__ Public health nursing 
E School nursing (public school system) or industrial 
53. 
nursing 
A __ ·____ Nursing in a hospital for the mentally ill 
B:..__ Nursing in a nursing home (geriatric patients) 
54. 
C Operating room nursing 
D ______ Head nurse in a hospital 
E ____ Teacher in a school of nursing 
As you think about your future as a nurse what type of position would you 
like to have eve_ntually? Select one. (Consider 55 and 56 as one question.) 
55. A Hospital staff nurse 
B Hospital Head nurse 
C----Hospital nursing service administrator 
~ Public health nurse 
E----Public health nursing supervisor 
56. A Nurse in a doctor's office· 
B Private duty nurse 
C School nurse (public school system) or industrial nurse 
D-----Teacher in a school of nursing 
( ____ -Director of a school of nursing 
57. Do you plan to go on in school after finishing your present studies? 1 
A ·Yes 
B No 
If the answer is Yes, what do you plan to go on to: (Consider 58 and 
59 as one question). . 
A Associate program with a major in nursing . 
8---------:l\ssoc-iate program with a major in anothel" field 
c=_--=:= Four or five year college with a major in nursing 
58. 
D ____ _Four or five year college with a major in another field 
59. 
E ____ ~1as ter' s prograrn with a major in nursing 
A _____ t~aster's progl'am with a major in another field 
B ____ Adult education courses for general interest. 
60. If you plan to continue your education how soon do you plan to start 
after completion of your present program? 
A Within a year of graduation 
8-----Within three years of graduation 
C---·----Within five years of graduation 
D-------Wi thin ten years of graduation 
(----Indefinite · 
i 
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COMPARING VOCATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 
VOCATIONAL NURSE (VN) 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSE (ADN) 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE NURSE (BON) 
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These are all nursing practitioners with different educational preparation. 
Please indicate V.Jhich vocation makes the statement "True." GIVE ONLY ONE 
ANSWER TO EACH QUESTION, BUT DON 1T SKIP ANY. 
Mar'k A if Voca tiona 1 Nursing is seen to make the statement True. 
Mark B if Associate Degree Nursing is seen to make the statement True. 
Mark C if Baccalaureate Degree Nursing is seen to make the statement True. 
A .B' C 
VN ADN BON 1. 
VN ADN BON 2. 
VN ADN BDN 
VN ADN BON 
VN ADN BON 
VN ADN BON 
VN ADN BON 
VN ADN BDN 
VN /-\ON !3DN 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
VN ADN BDN 10. 
VN ADN .BDN 11. 
VN ADN BON 12. 
VN ADN 
VN ADN 
VN ADN 
VN A[ili 
VN ADN 
BON 
BDN 
BDN 
l3DN 
BON 
VN ADN BON 
VN ,O.!Y•l BON 
13. 
'!4. 
15' 
"16. 
17. 
1 () 
tl.J » 
19. 
VN ADN BON 20. 
VN ADN BON 21. 
VN ADN BON 22. 
VN ADN BDN 23. 
VN ADN BON 24 . 
VN ADN BON 25. 
VN ADN BON 26. 
provid~s the greatest amount of personal satisfaction. 
is not qualified to do managerial or supervisory jobs 
on nursing units. 
gives one the greatest amount of prestige. 
has the least expensive program of preparation. 
involves the least difficult subjects in the preparation ,. 
period. 
is the foundation for teaching. 
renders direct patient care in complex nursing situations ~ 
requiring nursing judgments. 
requires the greatest amount of int~lligence. 
gives the best opportunities to hold positions of 
authority. 
is the most highly respected by the public. 
pl'OVi des· the greatest opportunity to have res pons i bi 1 i ty •. 
the graduate is qualified to assist registered nurses 
with complex nursing care. 
requires ·12 to 18 months of study. 
involves the largest number of pleasant tasks; 
involves the shortest period of education beyond high school. 
is referred to as a 11 technical nurse. 11 
the graduate is qualified to give nursing care under super-
v·ision of the register-ed nurse or physician in simple 
nursing situations. 
provides the greatest financial rewards. 
involves the most difficult subjects in the preparation 
period. 
gives the bas·ic preparation for public health nursing. 
requires abo~t two years of study. 
is most scientific in knowledge required. 
g'ives nurs·ing care in any location. 
is taught in a community co 11 eqe, or adult education center. 
recognizes the individual •s need for instruction related 
to health needs and takes action to provide the instruction. 
is taught on'ly in the community college. 
~~-=--~--~-=-=-~-c-=c-'---C--
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is the basic prepar·ation for graduate study. _ 
directs and guides team members with less experience and 
education. · 
is the foundation for research. 
is not qualified to function without registered nurse 
super\/ision or supervision of a physician. 
requires the greatest amount of educational preparation. 
requires 4 or 5 years of college study. 
the graduate is to give nursing care primarily of a 
,phys·ical nature and not instructional. 
is taught in state college or university. 
is eligible for appointment as a commissioned officer. 
\ 
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COUNSELOR INTERVIEW INVENTORY 
I. PERCEPTION OF PROGRAMS: 
(1) In your opinion, what is the reason a student chooses: 
(a) Vocational nursing 
{b) Associate Degree Nursing 
(c) Baccalaureate Degree Nursing 
(2) Hhy does a student enter vocational nursing, then later enter 
. the associate degree nursing, rather than originally entering 
associate degree nursing? 
168 
(3) Why does a student enter associate degree nursing~ then later 
enter the baccalaur·eate degree nursing, rather than originally 
entering baccalaureate degree nursing? 
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STUDENT INTERVIEW INVENTORY 
I. STUDENT CHOICE: 
(1) Are you in the nursing program of your choice? 
(2) If not, what would you have preferred? 
{3) Why are you not ·in your preferred program? 
(4) Do you intend to change to that program? 
I I. - PERCEPTION OF PROGRAMS: 
(l) In your opinion, what is the reason a student chooses: 
(a) Vocational nursing 
(b) Associate Degree Nursing 
(c) Baccalaureate Degree Nursing 
1'70 
(2) Why does a student enter vocational nursing, then later ent~~ 
the associate degree nursing, rather than originally entering 
associate degree nu\·sing? -
(3) Why does a student enter associate degree nursing, then later 
enter the baccalaureate degree nursing, rather than originally 
entering baccalaureate degree nursing? 
